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Abstract

Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a technology which provides a network ar-
chitecture with three distinct layers that is, the application layer which is made up
of SDN applications, the control layer which is made up of the controller and the
data plane layer which is made up of switches. However, the exits different types
of SDN architectures some of which are interconnected with the physical network.
At the core of SDN, the control plane is physically and logically separated from the
data plane. The controller is connected to the application layer through an inter-
face known as the northbound interface and to the data plane through another inter-
face known as the southbound interface. The centralized control plane uses APIs to
communicate through the northbound and southbound interface with the application
layer and the data plane layer respectively. By default, these APIs such as Restful
and OpenFlow APIs do not implement security mechanisms like data encryption and
authentication thus, this introduces new network security threats to the SDN architec-
ture. This report presents a technique known as threat modeling in SDN. To achieve
this technique, attack scenarios are created based on the OpenFlow SDN vulnerabil-
ities. After which these vulnerabilities are defined as predicates or facts and rules,
a framework known as multihost multistage vulnerability analysis (MulVAL) then
takes these predicates and rules to produce a threat model known as attack graph.
The attack graph is further used to performed quantitative risk analysis using a met-
ric to depict the risks associated to the OpenFlow SDN model

Keywords: SDN, Application layer, Northbound Interface, Controller, South-
bound Interface, data plane OpenFlow, Threat Model, MulVAL, Attack Graph,
Attack Trees, Risk Analysis
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1 Introduction

Software Defined Networking (SDN) is an emerging network technology where the con-
trol plane is logically and physically decoupled from the forwarding plane which is pro-
grammable [1]. SDN provides network operators with a more efficient network man-
agement and deployment of new services to run their infrastructures while enabling key
features such as virtualization [2]. The network intelligence of software defined network-
ing is logically centralized in a software-based SDN controller, which maintains a global
view of the network. Such that, the network appears to the applications and policy engines
as a single logical switch. SDN simplifies the network devices themselves, since they no
longer need to understand and process thousands of protocol standards but merely accept
instructions from the SDN controller [3]. SDN also provides the possibility for innovating
new network applications. These applications can be written to support traffic manage-
ment, energy-efficiency or security in the network. In order to support these applications,
current network state information is required. The SDN controller alters how the network
state information is being maintained and made available to applications and switches [4].

An SDN model is a technique used to abstract lower level functions of networks into
a control plane allowing administrators to direct traffic flows from a centralized console
[5]. There are three types of SDN models the switch-based model also known as the
OpenFlow model which provides a central control point to instruct switches on how to
process network traffic. The hybrid model which is a combination of two or more net-
working technologies in a single environment that is, the control plane can be configured
to manage specific network traffic while the traditional networking protocols can manage
other network traffic and the overlay model which act as a tunnel through the physical
network to run multiple virtual network topologies [6].

MulVAL (Multihost, multistage Vulnerability Analysis) is a framework for modeling
software vulnerabilities with systems and configurations. The inputs to MulVAL’s anal-
ysis are advisories which are used to produce threat models [7]. Datalog is a declarative
logic programming language that is syntactically a subset of Prolog. It is often used as
a query language for deductive databases. In recent years, Datalog has found new appli-
cation in data integration, information extraction, networking, program analysis, security,
and cloud computing [8].

A threat refers to anything that has the potential to cause harm or danger to the security
of one or more asserts or components. Threats can be malicious from insider or outsider,
accidental due to mismanagement of asserts and from natural events. That is, a threat
may or may not happen but has the potential to cause serious harm to a system leading to
attacks [9]. Some examples of threat models are attack graphs and attack trees. Further-
more, a threat model is also a technique used to specify and analyze system vulnerabilities
and/or countermeasures that are provided with methods for security risk assessment and
threat/defense prioritization. A threat model helps an architecture to determine the attack
surface, assign risks to each threat and drive a vulnerability mitigation process [10].

1.1 Background

A typical SDN architecture consists of three layers. The Application layer which is made
up of network applications or functions and intrusion detection systems. The control layer
which represents a centralized SDN controller software acting as the brain of SDN and
lastly the Infrastructure or data plane layer which consists of forwarding devices such
as switches. The aim of SDN is to make networks agile and flexible by physically and
logically separating the network control plane from the forwarding or data plane [11].
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The application layer communicates with the controller through the northbound interface
which consist of Restful APIs that uses HTTP protocol requests to GET, PUT, POST and
DELETE data. The current implementations of these interfaces have several drawbacks
on the SDN architecture that is, such critical interfaces do not offer security features
required to monitor and enforce access control of SDN applications thus, the absence of
these security features by default allows all SDN applications to have full access to the
underlying network enabling the possibility for potential malicious applications [12].

OpenFlow switches uses the OpenFlow protocol to communicates with the controller
through the southbound interface [9]. OpenFlow does not enforce the use of secure com-
munication channel between the switches and the controller. That is, the implementation
of Transport Layer Security (TLS) is optional. Due to the evolving nature of OpenFlow
protocol, many vendors do not implement any security mechanisms.

The lack of adopting and problems with the implementation of security mechanisms
such as TLS, most infrastructures leave a clear path for attackers to infiltrate OpenFlow
networks using possible attacks and to make things worse, there is no authentication nor
access control mechanisms [13].

1.2 Problem formulation

The centralized SDN controller presents a single point of failure and if targeted by an at-
tacker, can prove detrimental to the network. Decoupling or separating the control plane
from the data plane by SDN also exposes new threats that do not appear in the tradi-
tional IP network such as MAC flooding, spoofing, denial of service attack (DoS/DDoS),
rogue controllers and rogue switches [14], [15], [16]. One possible threat to the SDN
architecture is man-in-the-middle attack [1].

The aim of this project is to investigate the security of OpenFlow SDN model and
its vulnerabilities and further investigate different threat models such as attack graphs and
attack trees. Design some attacks scenarios associated to these vulnerabilities and formal-
ized them into Datalog facts and rules using a framework known as MulVAL to generate
an attack graph. Then analyze the attack graph to depict possible intrusions and/or attacks
by an attacker on the OpenFlow SDN network and the risks associated to the possible in-
trusions and/or attacks. Thus, the end-product of this project is an attack graph derived
from the OpenFlow SDN model and the risk analysis associated to the attack graph. Based
on the outcome of the risk analysis, the risk of vulnerabilities associated to the OpenFlow
SDN model is deduced. In addition, the attack graph also gives a better understanding of
attack pattern such as from an attacker entry point into the SDN network to its malicious
goal. With this information, a better risk analysis and assessment can be done since the
paths taken by an attacker to reach its malicious goal is known.

1.3 Motivation

Most SDN architectures implements Intrusion detection systems (IDS) to detect possible
intrusions or attacks into systems rather than using threat models such as attack graphs
[17]. The IDS operate in two modes, On-path detection which is placed on packets route
to analyze every packet before forwarding the packets and Off-path detection where the
IDS is a separate node on the network connected to a switch and every packet that arrives
in the switch is mirrored to the port in which the IDS is connected [17]. An example is use
of Future Internet Testbed with Security (FITS) to provide a virtual environment where
the SDN controller is configured to install rules that sends packets both to their destination
and to the IDS. When an IDS identifies a malicious flow, it generates an alarm and sent it
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to the controller. The controller then lists all the flows installed in the OpenFlow switches
and set a drop action to all the flows that matches the malicious flows [18].

However, threat models such as attack graphs and attack trees can be used to deduce
possible ways an attacker or malicious flows can penetrate a system and assign probabili-
ties to each path according to some metric such as time-to-compromise. Thus, the attack
graph derived from the OpenFlow SDN model is deemed appropriate enough to identify
possible threats associated to the SDN model.

1.4 Objectives

O1 Investigate the security of OpenFlow SDN model and its components
O2 Investigate threat models known as attack graphs and attack trees
O3 Derive a threat model from the OpenFlow SDN model which is an

attack graph
O4 Perform risk analysis on the OpenFlow SDN model using the derived

threat model by quantitative analysis.

1.5 Scope/Limitation

For this project, we investigated the different SDN models and their vulnerabilities. How-
ever, the scope of this project is limited to the OpenFlow SDN based model and its vul-
nerabilities. Thus, the threat model generated by MulVAL for this project and the risk
analysis is based solely on the OpenFlow SDN model.

1.6 Target group

The target group for this project includes computer science students, network adminis-
trators, network engineers, network security personnel, software engineers, people con-
cerned about the state of modern security and data centers who are the major end users
of the SDN framework due to the increased adoption of SDN in the evolving software-
defined data center. A modern data center networking leverages the SDN framework to
accommodate multiple data center tenants with demanding workloads and applications.
The aim of this project is to offer a good insight about threats models such as attack graphs
to deduce the possible attacks on the OpenFlow based software defined networking archi-
tecture.

1.7 Outline

This report is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 which is the current chapter intro-
duces the background and the problem to be solve. Chapter 2 presents a broad background
of the project, chapter 3 describes the method used to solve the problem, chapter 4 de-
scribes the implementation and the results realized from solving the problem and finally
chapter 5 discuss the problem, results and draw a conclusion.

Chapter 1 – Here we introduce this project with a brief overview of the background. The
problem formulation, motivation, objectives needed to achieve the aim of this project, the
scope and the target group for this project.

Chapter 2 – Background. This chapter presents the literature review of the SDN archi-
tecture and OpenFlow vulnerabilities. Threat models for systematic detection of attacks,
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risk analysis and a framework used for attack modeling known as MulVAL.

Chapter 3 – Method. This chapter describes the scientific approach used to archive the
objectives. This includes how the literature review of SDN architecture and its vulnerabil-
ities were done and formal threat/attack scenario modeling using the MulVAL framework.

Chapter 4 – Implementation and Results. This chapter describes the method used to
achieve the objectives of this project with the aid of a flowchart, implementation envi-
ronment, the results of the implementation and analysis of the results.

Chapter 5 – Discussion and Conclusion. In this chapter, I discuss my findings, com-
pare it with other methods and draw a conclusion by proposing my project for any SDN
security related projects.
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2 Background

This chapter presents information about the SDN architecture, SDN models, SDN vulner-
abilities and threat models needed to achieve the goals of this project.

2.1 Architecture of Software Defined Networking (SDN)

As mentioned in the previous chapter, software defined networking is made up of three
distinct layers that is, the application layer, the control layer and the data plane layer.
These layers are further separated by the northbound and southbound interface as shown
on Figure 2.1. The aim of this project is to investigate the vulnerabilities of software de-

Figure 2.1: SDN architecture

fined networking. However, to look for these vulnerabilities, the SDN architecture must
be understood to a certain extent to be able to identify these vulnerabilities. As shown
on Figure 2.1 above, the application layer communicates with the controller through the
northbound interface. The northbound interface is made up of controller-to-application
APIs that uses the HTTP protocol. SDN applications uses the HTTP POST request to
modify the state of switches, GET request to query information about the network state
and configurations from the controller and the Delete request to delete network config-
urations. The data plane which consists of switches uses the southbound interface to
communicates with the controller. The southbound interface is made up of different APIs
depending on the type of SDN model such as OpenFlow which will be discussed in the
next section.

2.1.1 Application Layer

This layer is made up of SDN applications such as network policy, routing, monitor-
ing, ARP, firewalls. These applications are programs that are explicitly and directly pro-
grammable. These applications communicate their requirements to the SDN controller
through the northbound interface. They contribute in decision making of the entire net-
work. SDN applications consists of one SDN application Logic and one or more north-
bound interface Drivers [3].
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2.1.2 Northbound Interface (NBI)

The NBI is made up of Restful APIs and there is no standard controller-to-application
northbound interface framework that is, each framework may establish different bound-
aries between the core functionalities and extensible applications. Applications can be
deployed in two ways that is, as an internal module within the controller or separately
as an external module separated from the controller. For example, Open Network Oper-
ating System (ONOS) uses the Open Services Gateway Initiative (OSGi) framework in
Java to manage the internal application module and states while Open-daylight (ODL)
and Floodlight, uses the Restful API for external applications [19].

2.1.3 Control Layer

This layer is made up of the controller which serves as a central repository for control
instructions such as data flow logic, security policies and business policies required to de-
ploy, configure and manage network elements such that, they obtain an optimal and desire
network behavior. The controller provides a programmatic interface for the provisioning
of network services [20]. The controller also uses open or proprietary protocol to control
each network element and traffic flow on the network by modifying the flow tables on
each switch in a proactive or re-active manner [21].

SDN relies heavily on control messages between the controller and the forwarding
devices for reliable network operation. The controller extracts information about the state
of network elements and forward or process the information to SDN applications with an
abstract view of the network and statistics events about the state of network [20].

2.1.4 Southbound Interface (SBI)

This interface consists of southbound APIs that enables the SDN controller to dynam-
ically communicates with the data plane components using messages. The southbound
API messages can be of two types that is, these messages can either be control plane
or management plane traffic. This interface also provides the mechanisms used by the
controller to send forwarding rules through the control plane messages to the network
switches in order to keep their flow tables updated.

Furthermore, it also allows the controller to send management plane traffic to provi-
sion and configure network elements. This API also provide a means to keep the controller
updated with information about the state of network elements. This information includes
the concept of flows to identify network traffic based on predefined match rules that can be
statically or dynamically programmed by the SDN controller. The controller also defines
how traffic should flow through network elements based on policy, usage, applications,
and available bandwidth [20].

2.1.5 Data plane or Forwarding plane

The data plane consists of network forwarding elements known as switches. Their main
objectives are to forward incoming network traffic flows to their destinations making use
of routes defined in their flow tables by the controller [22]. The data plane also sep-
arates information received by switches from information required to process the data.
In software defined networking (SDN), the data plane is software rather than firmware.
Decoupling the data plane from the control plane allow greater flexibility and dynamic
control of the network states [23].
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2.1.6 Management Plane

The management plane is an abstract additional centralized plane to the SDN architecture
which can be managed by the network administrator with the aim to ensure the network
configuration is done properly and the whole network is running optimally by commu-
nicating with the network devices. A management plane is connected to the SDN archi-
tecture through the Southbound Interface (MPSI). The management plane functionality is
initiated based on an overall view of the network and are of human-control such as fault,
monitoring and configurations [24].

2.2 SDN Models

This section presents the different software defined networking models that was intro-
duced in the previous chapter that is, the OpenFlow, Hybrid and the Overlay SDN model.

2.2.1 Hybrid SDN Model

A hybrid software defined network architecture is made up of both the traditional net-
work and SDN protocols operating at the same environment as shown on Figure 2.2. Hy-
brid SDN allow network engineers to introduce new SDN technologies like OpenFlow to
legacy environments without a complete rebuild of the network architecture [25]. Hybrid
SDN provides engineers with means of running SDN technologies and standard switching
protocols simultaneously on the physical hardware. That is, network admins or engineers
can configure the SDN control plane to discover and control certain traffic flows while
traditional and distributed networking protocols continue to direct the rest of the traffic on
the network [25].

A Hybrid SDN network allows the deployment of OpenFlow which is used for a subset
of all flows, devices and ports while the aim of the legacy network is to turn legacy devices
into OpenFlow nodes in the topology which are available to the controller [26]. The goal
of a hybrid SDN is to have an equipment that can be configured to act as a legacy switch
or OpenFlow switch or both as the same time. This can be achieved by partitioning the
set of switch ports such that one subset is devoted to OpenFlow controller and the other
subset to the legacy network [26].

Figure 2.2: A Hybrid SDN model showing the combination of an SDN network and a
legacy network.
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2.2.2 Overlay SDN Model

An overlay software defined network (SDN) is a technology that creates a layer of ab-
straction used to run multiple separate and discrete virtualized network layers on top of a
physical network to provide new applications and additional security benefits. SDN over-
lay can be created by using endpoints such as actual physical locations, network ports or
logical locations designated by a software address in the networking cloud [27].

SDN overlay are also used to achieve network visualization by establishing tunnels
between severs, switches and gateways where end stations are connected. These tunnels
can be implemented by encapsulating packets transmitted by a source end station into an
overlay header that transport the packet from the source to the target switches using User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) through an internet protocol (IP) [28].

Figure 2.3: Overlay SDN architecture [28].

2.2.3 OpenFlow SDN Model

OpenFlow is considered as the most common deployed software defined networking ar-
chitecture. This model consists of mainly three network layers that is, the application
layer, control layer and the data plane layer. As mentioned in the previous sections, the
controller is responsible for managing the forwarding information of the data plane com-
ponents or switches [29]. In this model, the OpenFlow protocol provides the interface
define by an API for the controller program to interact with the underlying data plane
switches in order to enable seamless communication between the control layer and the
data plane layer [30]. The control layer consists of an operating system that is used to
manage applications and core network services such as routing, monitoring and network
discovery [31]. Any switch that uses the OpenFlow protocol can be managed by the SDN
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controller as a network resource. The network controller uses a secure channel and the
OpenFlow protocol to get information about the network state of the data plane and apply
actions as required by the data plane components [31].

The network management is performed through a manipulation of OpenFlow switches
flow table entries using the interface provided by the OpenFlow protocol. Which provides
the ability for the controller to install rules that match on certain packet-header fields such
as MAC addresses, IP addresses and TCP/UDP ports for further actions like forward, drop
and rewrite on the matching packets.

The OpenFlow switch flow table consists of three main field of entries that is, the
header, action and counter field. The header field is used to check and specify the network
packets features which are used to match against incoming network packets. The action
field is associated with matched packets in the header field that is, the action field specify
how and to which direction or destination matched packets should be forwarded and the
counter field is used to maintain the statistics of each network flow [31], [30].

Figure 2.4: OpenFlow SDN Architecture.

As shown on Figure 2.4 above, every OpenFlow switch consists of multiple flow tables
which are sequentially numbered starting at zero and each flow table contain multiple flow
entries. Packet processing always start from the flow table 0 which is first match against
the flow entries of the flow table and other flow tables may be used to match against
the packet depending on the outcome of the match in the first flow table. Whenever
a flow entry is found, instruction set for that flow entry is executed. Such instruction
includes explicitly forwarding the packet to another flow table using the Goto-command
[32]. Furthermore, a flow entry can only direct a packet to the flow table number which
is higher than its own flow table number that is, packet processing is always forward and
never backward. However, if the matching flow entry does not direct packets to another
flow table, packet processing is terminated at the current table and when this happened, the
packet is processed with its associated action set. If a packet does not match a flow entry
in a flow table, this is a table miss. A table-miss flow entry in the flow table may specify
how to process unmatched packets such as dropping them, passing them to another table
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or sending them to the controller over the control channel through packet-In messages
[32].

OpenFlow ports provide a network interface used for processing packets between
OpenFlow switches and the rest of the network. OpenFlow switches are logically con-
nected using these ports. There are several types of OpenFlow ports however, the two
most commonly known and used ports by OpenFlow switches are, the ingress or input
port used to receive, processed and matched packets and the egress or output port used to
forward the processed or matched packets to their destination [33].

OpenFlow channel is the southbound interface which connects the controller to the
OpenFlow switches. The controller uses this channel or interface to configure, manage
the switches, receive events from them and send packet-Out massages to them. This chan-
nel is usually encrypted using TLS but may run directly over TCP [33].

i) Controller-To-Switch OpenFlow Messages

• Features: The controller uses this message to get basic switch capabilities by send-
ing a Feature-request to the switch over a TCP connection. The switch replies the
controller with its capabilities by sending back a Feature-respond. The feature re-
quest consists of just an OpenFlow header message with the FeatureReq value set
in the type field.

• Configuration: The controller can set and query configuration parameters in the
switch using the SetConfig and GetConfigReq messages respectively. These mes-
sages can only be initiated by the controller and can be used to determined how
much packets are needed to be share with the controller.

• Modify-State: This is one of the main messages that are sent by the controller to
manage state on the switches. Their primary purpose is to add, delete and modify
flow entries in the OpenFlow switch flow tables and to set switch port properties
using the Flow-Mod and Port-MoD messages respectively.

• Packet-Out: This message is sent by the controller to a specific port on the switch
including instructions on how to forward the packet received through the packet-In
message from the switch. The packet-Out message contains a buffer ID referencing
a packet store in the switch buffer and a list of actions.

• Asynchronous-Configuration: The Asynchronous-Configuration message are used
by the controller to set an additional filter on the asynchronous messages received
on its OpenFlow channel. This is mostly useful when the switch connects to mul-
tiple controllers and commonly performed upon establishment of the OpenFlow
channel.

ii) Asynchronous Message
Asynchronous messages are sent without the controller soliciting them from a switch.
Switches send asynchronous messages to controllers to denote a packet arrival, switch
state change, or error. The four main types of asynchronous messages are described
below.

• Packet-In: This message is used to forward packets to the controller whenever
there are no match rules in the flow table for incoming packets. Other processing,
such as Time-To-Live checking, may also generate packet-In events to send packets
to the controller. Packet-In events can be configured to buffer packets in order to
create more space in the switch memory.
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• Flow-Removed: This message is used by the switch to inform the controller about
the removal of a flow entry from a flow table and they are only sent for flow entries
with the OFPFF-SEND-FLOW-REM flag set. They are generated whenever the
timeout for a flow expires or as a result of a controller flow delete request.

• Port-Status: This message is used by the switch to inform the controller about the
change of states of ports. The switch sends the port-status messages to controllers
as port configuration or port state changes. These events include changes in port
configuration events, such as link down or link up.

iii) Symmetric
Symmetric messages are messages that can be sent from either direction that is, from the
controller-to-switch or from-switch-to-controller.

• Hello: The hello massage is used either by the controller or switch during connec-
tion setup for version negation. When the connection is established, each side must
immediately send a Hello message with the version field set to the highest version
supported by the sender. If the version negotiation fails, an Error message is sent
with type Hello-Failed and code Incompatible.

• Echo: Echo request messages can also be sent from either the switch or the con-
troller and must return an echo reply. They are mainly used to verify the liveness
of a controller-switch connection and may as well be used to measure its latency or
bandwidth [33] [34].

. iv) Basic OpenFlow SDN Functionality

Figure 2.5: A flow graph of basic OpenFlow functionality

Figure 2.4 shows the entire OpenFlow architecture where H1 and H2 are network hosts.
H1 sends a packet to H2 through two OpenFlow switches. Based on the flow graph on
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Figure 2.5, when H1 sends a packet to the OpenFlow switch, the packet header is ex-
amined which consists of the source and destination of the packet. This information is
match against the flow entries in the switch flow table. If there is a match against one
of the flow entries, an action is taken which includes forwarding the packet to the next
switch or dropping the packet. If there is or are no flow(s) entry or entries to match
the incoming packet from H1, the switch forwards the packet to the controller through
a Packet-In message. The controller received the packet through the Packet-In message
from the switch examined the packet header. After examining the header, the controller
identifies the source and destination of the packet then send a Packet-Out message back to
the switch instructing the switch on how to process the packet. Such instructions include
forwarding the packet, dropping the packet or installing a new rule for the packet using
the Flow-Mod message. Assuming the packet source port is P1 on the first switch and the
packet is to be forwarded through P2 to the second switch, the controller installs a rule as
sourceIP=10.0.0.1, destinationIP =10.0.0.2 action = input=P1, output=P2.

v) Controller-To-Application Communication

• Reading Network State: To read information about the state of network, such
as network configurations from an OpenFlow switch, an SDN application sends
an HTTP GET request to the controller. The controller interprets and convert the
request to an equivalent OpenFlow request such as GetConfigReg to communicates
with the data plane components. When the data plane components respond with
the requested information, the controller further interpret and convert the requested
information to an HTTP response and forward it to the application [4].

• Writing Network Policies: To write or modify network state such as installing flow
rules on OpenFlow switches, an SDN application sends an HTTP POST request to
the controller. The controller converts it to an OpenFlow Flow Modification (Flow-
Mod) message instructing the switch to add a flow to its flow table. Finally, the
controller then sends an HTTP response to the application confirming the success
or failure of the flow rule installation [4].

2.3 SDN Vulnerability

This chapter presents SDN vulnerabilities by categorizing them in terms of layers and
protocols. That is, vulnerabilities at the application layer, data plane layer, control layer
and SDN protocols such as the Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) protocol.

2.3.1 Application Layer

As earlier stated in the previous section, the controller and the applications communicate
through the northbound interface (NBI). This interface is supposed to allow only trusted
SDN applications to program and request information about the network. However, this
interface has plenty of weaknesses which can be exploited by a potential attacker. There
is no authentication of the Restful APIs commands. Furthermore, there are no means for
the controller to authenticate HTTP request from the applications. Therefore, it is possi-
ble for any application to read and modify network configurations. Thus, any malicious
application can use this vulnerability to read and modify the entire network state [4], [35].

Applications do not have any identify information such that, there is no way to as-
sign priorities to applications and there is no regulation for inspecting applications after
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they are installed thus, it is possible for legitimate applications to become malicious after
installation [4], [36]. Furthermore, the ability for applications to access and modify the
control plane state information which consists of data store and control plane messages
creates a share state design among applications thereby creating an attack vector for in-
tegrity attacks whereby a trusted application may unintentionally use data generated by
untrusted applications [19]. These vulnerabilities possess several attack vectors such as:

• Inferring information in the data plane: That is, a malicious application can con-
trol the data plane by manipulating OpenFlow messages such as sniffing network
packets and rerouting network traffic with forge flow entries on the switches.

• Intrusion into the Controller: Malicious applications can get network operations
through a direct access to the network resources in the SDN controller by the ex-
ploiting the northbound API to reorder a network service chain, poison the topology
and fabricate the statistics of network traffic [35].

• Attack on SDN Applications: A malicious SDN application can uninstall using
the Uninstall-Function or run other SDN applications such as firewalls and Intrusion
detection systems thereby allowing the attacker to bypass existing defense mecha-
nisms [35].

• Information Leakage: A malicious application can leak vital information of the
network to an attacker by obtaining the controller configurations, network state and
flow tables entries which can be used to perform future attacks.

2.3.2 Control Layer

OpenFlow switches do not have physical MAC addresses as physical switches but rather
they have Data-Path-Id which is used to identify them [37]. On this note, it is possible to
perform attacks using the lower level protocols to create denial of service attacks. That is,
assuming two switches have the same data-path-id whereby one is malicious and the other
is legitimate. The legitimate switch connects to the controller first and maintain a TCP
session. When the malicious switch connects to the controller, the controller terminates
the connection with the legitimate switch and then established a new connection with the
malicious switch and if the legitimate switch tries to re-establish another connection to
the controller, the malicious switch also re-establishes another connection which effec-
tively denies the connection between the legitimate switch and the controller. Thereby
gradually degrading network performance as cached entries in the legitimate switch flow
table expires [38].

The SDN controller and its network applications maintain a list of network configura-
tions such as host profile, switch liveness and link status. By having a proper reference of
the network state, the controller can enforce network policies such as network monitoring,
routing and flow balancing. However, referencing network states is under the risk of in-
troducing concurrent vulnerabilities because the external network events can concurrently
update the internal network states [39]. These concurrent vulnerabilities can be used to
performed state manipulation attacks in the controller using a-synchronism to cause harm-
ful race conditions on the share network states. This can be exploited by an attacker to
cause denial of service on the controller. By exploiting harmful race conditions, the at-
tacker can inject control plane messages such as HOST-LEAVE and SWITCH-LEAVE
to modify the internal state of the SDN controller [39]. The integration of core con-
troller functions creates an initial setup for the SDN network. For example, the topology
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manager stores information regarding devices such as switches and hosts in the network
and uses the Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) to discover the interconnected links
between the OpenFlow switches. An attacker can exploit vulnerabilities using a mali-
cious module inside the SDN controller to poison the topology, create fake links between
switches with the LLDP protocol which affect the functionality of the entire network [40].

2.3.3 Data Plane Layer

As stated in the previous section, the OpenFlow protocol defines the communication be-
tween the controller and the data plane devices known as OpenFlow switches. The com-
munication between the controller and the OpenFlow switches can be either encrypted
with TLS or in plain text. OpenFlow specification does not mandate TLS support and
in some cases OpenFlow switches do not support TLS [41]. Therefore, decision-making
process and distribution of policy enforcement to the data plane introduces new problem
with regards to information disclosure. Thus, it is possible for an attacker to perform side
channel attacks on OpenFlow switches where the attacker can gather relevant informa-
tion about the behavior and network configuration of switches. A flow table side-channel
is defined as a means by which an attacker can learn or infer the flow table contents of
switches [41].

Detail description on how an attacker can access OpenFlow switches to perform a side
channel attack is out of the scope of this project however, all OpenFlow switches allow
anyone to connect to them from any network through their passive listening ports. Most
OpenFlow switches are debug remotely using these passive listening ports which allow
access to the flow table. Therefore, it is possible for an attacker to connect to the Open-
Flow switches through these passive listener ports using some tools or common utilities
like dpctl to modify the switch configurations. The use of TLS is optional for the control
channel communication between the controller and OpenFlow switches. Moreover, many
commercial OpenFlow switches do no support TLS and those that support TLS do not
implement certificate authentication [41], [42].

An attacker can also perform passive attacks by learning the network behavior when
connected to the OpenFlow switch. Then sends probing packets to the switch in order to
trigger the installation of new flow rules from the controller and analyzes the correlation
between the probing traffic generated during the probing phase and the corresponding
flow rules installation. If the flow rule from the controller is drop, then the attacker uses
this information to infer the network defense mechanism for network scanning as traffic
filtering. OpenFlow connection between the controller and the switch can be in-band con-
trol that is, control-plane communication only or out-of-band control where the network
traffic can be sent through other OpenFlow switches. This gives rise to the possibility
of having man-in-the-middle attack against the control traffic since some switches on the
path can be compromised [21].

2.3.4 SDN Protocol

As stated in the previous section, the OpenFlow protocol is used to communicate between
the logically centralized controller and the OpenFlow switches. The transmission protocol
used between these components is the Transmission-Control-Protocol (TCP) which is
initiated by the switch [21].

For an SDN controller to manage the network properly and provide services such as
routing, it needs to have up-to-date information about the network state. Most importantly
the network topology. Thus, a reliable and efficient topology discovery mechanism is
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critical for any SDN system. An SDN controller does not need to discover the network
nodes (switches), since it is assumed that they will initiate a connection to the controller
and thereby announced their existence in the network. OpenFlow switches do not support
any dedicated functionality for topology discovery therefore, it is the responsibility of
the controller to implement this service using the OpenFlow Discovery Protocol (OFDP)
which leverages the Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) allowing the nodes in Local
Area Network to advertise to other nodes their capabilities and neighbors [43].

The OFDP have several vulnerabilities which can be used to spoof the network topol-
ogy since OFDP does not check or enforce that LLDP packets are only received through
switch ports that are connected to another switch. That is, LLDP packets from host ports
are also accepted and are forwarded to the controller. Furthermore, there is no authenti-
cation or integrity check of LLDP control messages. The controller has no mechanism of
verifying the origin of LLDP packets [44]

2.4 Threat Models

i) Threat: In the context of computer security, a threat refers to anything that has the
potential to cause serious harm to a system which may happen or may not happen but has
the potential to cause harm to the system. Threats are potential for vulnerabilities that
can lead to attacks on computer systems and networks. Threat vectors include viruses,
worms, Trojans and back doors [45], [46].

A threat agent is an actor that imposes threat on specific asset of a system which can
be represented by a human or technology. Furthermore, a threat motivation represents the
cause of the threat which can be deliberate or accidental and finally threat localization
represents the origin of the threat which can be internal or external [47].

ii) Threat modeling: Threat modeling is a process of assessing and documenting a sys-
tem vulnerability. Security threat modeling enables security designers to understand a
system threat profile. A good threat model allows security designers to accurately esti-
mate the attacker capabilities with techniques such as entry point identification, privilege
boundaries, threat trees and threat graphs [48], [49]. Security threat modeling consists of
the following aspects:

• Identifying threat: The first thing to do during threat modeling process is to iden-
tify important assets in a system that needs to be protected from an unauthorized
access then model the system with a data flow diagram or UML diagram. From
these diagrams, entry points into the system can be identify such as data sources and
application programming interfaces, Web services and user interfaces. For proper
identification of threats privilege, boundaries should be added to the diagrams to
separate processes, entities, nodes and other elements that have different trust lev-
els such that whenever any entity or process in the system crosses the privilege
boundaries, a security problem arises [48].

• Understanding the threat: In order to understand the potential threats at entry
points, critical security activities must be identified, understood and imagine an
attacker using those entry points to attack the system. Then ask questions like how
the attacker can use an entry point or asset to modify control of the system, retrieve
restricted information, manipulate information within the system, cause the system
to fail or be unusable or gain additional rights. By asking such questions, chances
of the attacker assessing assets without being audited, bypassing access control or
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forge authentication can be determined. After understanding the threat poses by the
entry points or asset, a security scenario can be performed [48], [50].

• Categorizing the threat: After identifying and understanding the threats, the next
step is to categorize these threats into a model such as the Spoofing, Tampering,
Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service and Elevation of privilege
(STRIDE) model in order to provide means of mitigation. To determine how to
mitigate threats, a diagram could be created such as threat tree or graph where
the root of the graph or tree is the threat itself and its children or leaves are the
conditions that must be true for the adversary to realize that threat. Conditions
may also be split into sub-conditions [48], [50]. An example of threat modeling
technique is an attack graph. In this report two of these techniques are discussed
which are attack graphs and attack trees.

2.4.1 Attack Trees

An attack tree is a threat model that provides ways of thinking and describing the security
of systems and subsystems. An attack tree structure is used to represent attacks against
a system based on varying attacks. It provides a way to build an automated database
structure describing the security of a system and ways of making decisions on how to
improve security or the effects of a new attack on the security [51].

The root node is the goal of the attack. In a complex system, they can be several root
nodes whereby each of the node represent a different attack goal and the leave represent
different ways of achieving the goal as a leave node. Each node becomes a sub-goal and
the children of the sub-goal are ways to achieve that sub-goal. The OR node represent
alternative steps and the AND nodes represent different steps to achieve the same goal
[52], [53].

A structural analysis of an attack tree from an attacker point, is to identify the attack
goals, decomposed them into sub-goals, evaluate the leave nodes with respect to likeli-
hood then propagate values towards the root of the tree and finally identify major attacks
[52]. As shown on Figure 2.6, the root node is the attack goal which is to infect a file

Figure 2.6: A basic attack tree structure

with a virus. There are two sub-goals to achieve the goal at the root. That is, running
the infected file by the administrator or by a normal user and the leave nodes are ways to
achieve these sub-goals that is, exploiting privileges and affecting other programs.
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2.4.2 Attack Graphs

Like an attack tree, an attack graph is a structural representation of all possible paths
through a system that end in a state where an intruder has successfully achieved his goal
[54]. Attack graphs are used to model how multiple vulnerabilities may combined to
perform an attack by representing systems state with a collection of security-related con-
ditions such as the existence of vulnerabilities on a host or the connectivity between dif-
ferent hosts [55].

There are two version of attack graphs that are widely used. The first one is a direct
graph where nodes represent network states and edges represent the application of an
exploit that transforms one network state into another or a more compromised network
state. The ending states of the attack graph represent the network states in which the
attacker has achieved his goal. The second one is an attack graph in the form of an exploit
dependency graph. Where each node represents a pre-condition or post-condition of an
exploit and edges represent the consequence of having a true precondition that enables an
exploit post-condition [56], [57].

After building a graph values can be assigned to various edges to calculate the secu-
rity of the goal. An example is the Common Vulnerability Scoring System CVSS which
provides an open framework to assess the severity level of vulnerabilities. It associates a
severity score (CVSS score) to each vulnerability ranging from 0.0 to 10.0 [58].

Figure 2.7: A basic attack graph structure

As shown on Figure 2.6 and 2.7 both attack graphs and attack trees are used to represent
possible paths through which an attacker can use to invade a system. However, attack
trees have a goal-decomposition approach while attack graphs have an action-sequencing
approach. As shown on Figure 2.7 there are two possible paths that can be taken to infect
other files by a virus that is, running the virus by the admin or by a normal user.

Logical Attack Graphs

With respect to the attack graph on Figure 2.7, a logical attack graph (LAGs) represents
the possible actions and outcomes of actions applied by an attacker trying to gain a goal
asset in a system. A logical attack graph consists of three types of nodes:
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• Primitive fact nodes: represent facts about a system such as network connectivity
and user accounts. For example, the primitive fact nodes are represented by rect-
angular nodes on Figure 2.7. In this case it can be assumed that the admin or user
have an account.

• Derivation nodes or action nodes: represent an action the attacker can take in
order to gain a new capability in a system. Action nodes are represented by the
ovals on Figure 2.7 that is, the action here is executing an infected file with a virus.

• Derived fact nodes or privilege nodes: represent a capability an attacker gains
after performing an action (derivation phase). For example, a node stating that the
attacker can execute arbitrary code on a machine with administrative privileges.
Derived fact nodes are represented by diamonds on Figure 2.7. That is, if the virus
is executed by a user or admin then, the virus will gain both the admin and user
privileges to infect other files.

2.5 Risk Analysis/Assessment

Risk analysis quantifies or qualitatively describes the information security risk and en-
ables organizations to prioritize risks according to their seriousness. It determines the
value of an information assets, identifies the applicable threats and vulnerabilities that
exist or could exist, identify the existing control and their effect on the risks identified,
determines the potential consequences and finally prioritizes them [59].

Furthermore, risk analysis is used to review the risks associated with an event or ac-
tion. It includes processes such as identification of activity, threat analysis, vulnerability
analysis and any action where risks may be analyzed on a quantitative and qualitative
basis [60], [61].

The risk management process involves the following steps. Identify potential threats
an example includes the risks associated with an individual using a computer either incor-
rectly or inappropriately which creates security risks.

Next, a quantitative and/or qualitative risk analysis is applied to study identified risks.
Quantitative risk analysis measures expected risk probability to forecast estimated busi-
ness loss from potential risks. Qualitative risk analysis does not use numbers but reviews
threats, determines and establishes risk mitigation methods and solutions [60].

i) Security Metric

A metric is a tool designed to facilitate decision making and improve performance and
accountability through a collection and analysis of performance-related data. The purpose
of measuring performance is to monitor the status of measured activities and facilitate im-
provement in those activities by applying corrective actions based on observed measure-
ments. A Security metric can be interpreted as a standard or system used for quantitative
measurement of an organization security posture and they are essential to comprehensive
network security [62]. A good metric should have the following characteristics:

It should measure and communicate things that are relevant in a specific context for
which they are intended and meaningful. The value of a metric should not exceed the
cost, possible to track changes over time and finally it should ideally be objective and
quantifiable. That is, it should be derived from a precise and reliable numeric values and
not qualitative assessment [63].
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ii) Types of Metrics
There are several security metrics some of which include the following:

Path Metric: Security metrics based on the characteristics of attack paths are regarded
as path metrics which is focused on information such as number or size of attack paths.
Examples of these type of metric include:

• Shortest path metric (SP):) According to this metric, the network is modeled as
a condition-oriented attack graph and its security level correspond to the length of
the smallest attack path that an adversary can take to reach a desired goal state. The
longer the shortest path to attack goal the more secure the network while the shorter
the SP to attack goal the less secured the network.

• Number of Paths metric (NP): Has been adopted to attack graphs and it represents
the number of distinct ways an adversary can compromise a given network asset.

• Mean of Path Lengths metric (MPL): The MPL metric corresponds to the arith-
metic average of all path lengths that exist within a given attack graph. This metric
gives useful information about attacks in general.

Probabilistic Metrics: Probabilistic attack-graph-based metrics either take probability
values as input or produce probability values as output or both. That is, this metric mea-
sures the probability of the network being compromised by an attacker. Example include:

• Metrics Based on Independent Attack Paths: This metric considers the occur-
rence of different exploits having different chances of being executed. It uses an
exploit dependency graph to quantify network security by propagating exploit like-
lihood scores from initial exploits to the goal exploit. That is, each exploit has an
individual score as well as a cumulative score. The individual score of each ex-
ploit is given as input to the model and it represent the conditional probability of
the exploit occurring when all its preconditions are already satisfied. The extended
version of this metric is known as attack graph probabilistic (AGP) metric [64].

2.6 Multihost, multistage Vulnerability Analysis (MulVAL)

The essential part of modeling the global view of network security is to construct a threat
model such as an attack graph. Manual attack graph construction is tedious, error-prone,
and impractical for attack graphs larger than a hundred nodes [65]. Therefore, in this re-
port, MulVAL is used to produce the attack graphs. MulVAL is a framework for modeling
the interaction of software bugs with system and network configurations. MulVAL uses
Datalog as a modeling language [7], [66], [67].
The inputs to MulVAL’s analysis are:

• Advisories: They are vulnerabilities that exist in the system.

• Host configuration: What software and services are running on the hosts and how
they are configured

• Network configuration: How the network routers and firewalls are configured.

• Principals: Who are the users of the network.
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• Interaction: What is the model of how all these components interact.

• Policy: Access control to network resources that is, what access to the network
resources should be permitted [7], [67].

Basic syntax: The Datalog syntax in prolog uses the following terms:

• Atoms: They are strings made up of lower and uppercase letters such as abc, aBC.

• Variables: They are strings of letters, digits and underscores starting with an upper-
case letter. A Prolog program is made up of facts and rules also known as clauses
which are used to defined predicates.

• Facts: They are predicates follow by a full stop. Example person (Name, tanyi).
Fact define a certain instance of relation of being true. Here the example says a
person has name as tanyi and name is a variable since a person can have any name.

• Rule: A rule consists of a head or predicate and a body or sequence of predicates
separated by commas. The head and body are separated by the symbol (:-) and, like
every Prolog expression, a rule must be terminated by a full stop. Example:
aunt (Aunt, Child): -
sister (Aunt, Parent),
parent (Parent, Child), [68].
This rule states that for a person to be an aunt to a child she must be a sister to the
parent of the child. MulVAL takes in two files to produce an attack graph. The
input file and the rule file. The input file takes in facts or predicates and the rule file
takes the rules to ascertain the fact in the input file of being true.

2.7 Related work

There are several research papers about the security of software defined networking (SDN).
Most of these papers used different approach to determine the vulnerabilities of SDN ar-
chitecture. However, some of these papers also used the approach of threat modeling such
as flow graphs to determined possible attacks on the SDN architecture. Figure 2.8 shows

Figure 2.8: Flow graph.

a simple flow graph with possible paths from H1 to H2. SPHINX is a framework used
to detect attacks on a network topology [69]. The flow graph on Figure 2.8 is used by
SPHINX to detect both known and potentially unknown attacks on the network topology
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and data plane forwarding originality. The flow paths are constructed using FLOW-MOD
messages which are issued by the trusted controller. SPHINX use the abstraction of flow
graphs which are closely approximate to the actual network operations, to enable incre-
mental validation of all network updates and constraints. SPHINX dynamically learns
new network behavior and raises alerts when it detects suspicious changes in the existing
network control plane behavior [69].

Vulnerability or risk analysis have also been performed in SDN using a Common
Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) to estimate the impacts of security vulnerabilities.
CVSS is based on qualitative and quantitative metrics that define the impacts of the se-
curity vulnerabilities. Its computation procedures integrate three dimensions related to
the different characteristics of classical networks. That is, the intrinsic generic features
of computer systems, their temporal features and their environment related factors. How-
ever, there are significant factors specific to SDN which are not covered by CVSS. These
factors affect the security of SDN and enlarges it vulnerability surface. For example, the
centralization of the Controller transforms its components to precarious shared resources
among other SDN assets.

In this case, all the SDN assets are exposed by the vulnerabilities of the Controller.
Thus, a proper vulnerability analysis also needs to integrate specific SDN features into the
evaluation of vulnerability impacts. Therefore, the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)
is one of these approaches. It is a multi-criteria decision-making procedure which enables
the measurements of the overall intensities of SDN characteristics on the severity of its
vulnerabilities [70].
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3 Method

3.1 Scientific approach

As mentioned in chapter 2.4 and 2.5, risk analysis process involves the following steps.
Identify potential threats, understand the threats, categorize the threats and determine
their potential consequences and finally prioritizes them. These threats can be identified,
understand and categorize using flow graphs as mentioned in the related work chapter or
using some modeling language like Unified Modeling Language (UML). The final goal of
this project is to perform risk analysis on the OpenFlow SDN model using a threat model.
In this project, an attack graph is used which can scale very large networks compared to
UML and flow graphs.

To limit the scope of this project, after investigating different SDN models and their
vulnerabilities we selected the OpenFlow based model since it is limited only to the SDN
network itself unlike the overlay and the hybrid model which are interconnected to the
physical network. Then we selected a few concrete attack scenarios extracted from the
existing literature based on OpenFlow vulnerabilities with the aid of figures. Therefore,
these attacks are solely associated to the OpenFlow SDN model only. In addition to
the figures, we modeled these vulnerabilities into datalog facts/predicates and rules. Then
used a framework known as MulVAL which takes these facts and rules as input to produce
a threat model known as attack graph. Furthermore, we analyzed the attacks by perform-
ing risk analysis on the generated attack graphs which enable us to better understand the
threat of these attacks on the SDN network.

3.2 Method description

We used different methods to achieve the objectives of this project. Firstly, we conducted
a series of literature research from different source by consulting a wide variety of pa-
pers related to the security of software defined networking. While consulting these papers
we tried to prioritize the recent materials over older materials. Furthermore, we also
consulted papers from a more reputable sources over papers of inferior quality and char-
acteristics. We looked for papers in the following websites: LNU University Library One
Search, Google Scholar, Research-Gate and ACM Digital Library. Apart from research
papers, our literature research was also complemented with books and web articles related
to the security of software defined networking.

Secondly, we looked for concrete vulnerabilities in the OpenFlow SDN model. Thirdly
we created attack scenarios based on some of the vulnerabilities associated to the Open-
Flow SDN model. After creating these attack scenarios, we defined entities and properties
corresponding to each attack scenario. These entities and properties are considered as dat-
alog facts in MulVAL and they are placed in the input file. The rule file takes the rules to
ascertain the facts in the input file of being true. Therefore, we created rules to ascertain
the entities and properties created in the input file to produce a threat model known as
attack graph.

Finally, we analyzed the graph to perform risk analysis and assessment with the aid of
a metric which had already been implemented with a Java Program by Charilaos Skandy-
las who is a co-supervisor of this project. This Java program calculate some metrics such
as the number of paths and shortest path to attack goal on the graph. Therefore, we gave
our input and rule files as parameters to the java program to calculate the metric.
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3.3 Attack Scenarios

After looking into the SDN architecture, different SDN models and SDN vulnerabilities,
attack scenarios are created using these vulnerabilities which are further used for threat
modeling. However, before the attack scenarios are demonstrated, this report explains
how SDN works with respect to the attack before the actual attack. H denote a network
host, H1, H2, Hn where n is 1,2, 3...n denotes the different hosts

3.3.1 Before attack on the SDN Controller with a malicious application

This section explains the normal operation of how the data plane, controller and the ap-
plication layer process the network packets. As shown on Figure 3.1, H1, H2 and H3 are

Figure 3.1: Before attack on the SDN Controller with a malicious application

network hosts and packet-In-Listener is a core network service in the SDN controller used
to process packet-In messages from the network switches. H1 sends a packet to switch-1,
switch-1 checks the source and destination of the packet then check if there are/is any
flow entry/entries in its flow table. If there is/are no flow rules for the packet, switch-1
forward the packet to the controller using an OpenFlow packet-In message. The controller
then converts the OpenFlow message to appropriate HTTP request and forward it to the
application such as the network policy application for rules installation. When forwarding
the message to the applications, the controller does not broadcast the message but rather
forward it to a single application at a time base on the order of the packet-In-Listener [71].

As stated in the application layer vulnerabilities section, there is no authentication of
the Restful APIs commands. Furthermore, there are no means for the controller to authen-
ticate HTTP request from the applications. Therefore, it is possible for any application to
read and modify network configurations. Thus, any malicious application could use this
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vulnerability to read and modify the entire network state. In this case, it is assumed that
there is a malicious application that can access the packet-In-Listener as shown on Figure
3.1 above.

3.3.2 Attack on the SDN controller with a malicious application

Here is the description of what happened when the malicious application accesses the
packet-In-Listener.

Figure 3.2: Attack on the SDN controller with a malicious application

The malicious application accesses the packet-In-Listener and reorder the packet-In-Listener
such that, whenever the controller forwards any request to the applications, the malicious
application should be the first to get the packet-In message. Therefore, whenever H1 sends
a packet again to switch-1 and there is/are no flow rules to forward the packet, switch-1
forward it to the controller using the packet-In message then the controller forwards the
packet-In message to the applications. Based on the order of the packet-In-Listener, the
malicious application gets the packet-In message first before any other application [71].

The malicious application then removes the payload from the packet-In message and
forward it to app-1. Then, app-1 tries to process the packet-In message but throws an
exception to the controller instead since the payload of the packet-In message has been
removed by the malicious application. Since the controller cannot handle exceptions, the
controller disconnects both from the applications and the switches [71].
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3.3.3 Before attack on Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP)

This section explains the normal operation of the link layer discovery protocol in the SDN
network.

Figure 3.3: Before attack on Link Layer Discovery Protocol

The link layer discovery protocol (LLDP) format is used by the OpenFlow Discovery
Protocol (OFDP) to discover the links between nodes on the network. To do this, the
SDN controller create an individual LLDP packet for each port on the switch and each
of these packets have several properties but the most important properties for the link
discovery are the Chassis ID (unique device identifier) and the source Port ID. These
packets are sent by the controller through separates OpenFlow packet-Out messages with
instruction on how to send the packet out on the corresponding port. All the switches have
pre-installed rules in their flow tables which says that any LLDP packet received from any
port except the controller port, is to be forwarded to the controller through an OpenFlow
packet-In message [72].

The packet-In message also contains meta data, such as the ID of the switch and the
source/input port though which the packet was received. From this information contained
in the header and payload of the LLDP packet, that is the Chassis ID and Port ID, the
controller can infer the existence of links between network components. From Figure
3.3 above, it is assumed that the LLDP packets have already been sent to switch-1 and
switch-3 through a packet-Out message. From the left-hand corner of the figure, there are
two LDDP packets one each sent from H1 and H3. Since the first LLDP packet header
contain the Chassis ID of H1 and the Port ID P1, the payload has the Chassis ID switch-1
and the same Port ID P1. The second LLDP packet header has the Chassis ID of H3 and
the Port ID P1, the payload contain the Chassis ID switch-3 and the Port ID P1. When the
controller receives both LLDP packets from switch-1 and switch-3 through the packet-In
message, the information in the header and payload is used to deduce the existence of a
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link between H1 and switch-1 through Port 1 and another link between H3 and switch-3
through Port 1 [72].

3.3.4 Attack on Link Layer Discovery Protocol

As stated in the previous section, OFDP does not check or enforce that LLDP packets
are only received through switch ports that are connected to another switch. That is,
LLDP packets from host ports are also accepted and are forwarded to the controller. Fur-
thermore, there is no authentication or integrity check of LLDP control messages. The
controller has no way of verifying the origin of the packets. Therefore, it is possible to
spoof links between nodes by modifying the LDDP packet [72].

Figure 3.4: Attack on Link Layer Discovery Protocol

As shown above on Figure 3.4, H1 and H3 modifies the LLDP packet header to create
spoof links between them. H1 set it Chassis ID to H3 and Port ID to p1 while H3 set it
Chassis ID to H1 an Port ID to P1. when switch-1 and switch-3 forward the LLDP packets
from H1 and H3 respectively to the controller. The packet header from H1 has a Chassis
ID set to H3 and port ID P1, the payload also has the Chassis ID of switch-1 and the Port
ID P1 thus the controller concludes that the exist a direct link between switch-1 and H3.
Furthermore, the packet header from H3 has the Chassis ID H1 and the Port ID P1, the
payload has the Chassis ID of switch-3 and the Port ID P1. With this information, the
controller draws another conclusion that the exist another direct link from H3 to switch-1
through Port 1. If H1 and H3 tries to communicate with each other though the fake links,
the routing protocol is disrupted which breaks down the network connectivity between
the network components [72].
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3.3.5 Before Man-in-the-middle attack on OpenFlow Switches

Here is another description of how the flow entries in an OpenFlow switch enables two
end hosts to communicate with each other.

Figure 3.5: Before Man-in-the-middle attack on OpenFlow Switches

As stated in the previous section the OpenFlow switch flow table have three main fields of
entry. The counter, the header field which checks the source and destination of a packet
and the action filed which consist of instructions on how the packet should be process
based on the source and destination port.

Figure 3.5 above shows a straight forward demonstration of how the flow entries are
entered in an OpenFlow switch flow table for H1 and H2 to communicate.
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3.3.6 Man-in-the-middle attack on OpenFlow Switches

Here is the proper description of an attack based on the OpenFlow switch flow table
modification. All OpenFlow switches allow anyone to connect to them from any network

Figure 3.6: Man-in-the-middle attack on OpenFlow Switches

through their passive listening ports. Most OpenFlow switches are debug remotely using
these passive listening ports which allow access to the flow table. Therefore, it is possible
for an attacker to connect to OpenFlow switches through these passive listener ports using
some tools or common utilities like dpctl which is a management utility that enables
control over OpenFlow switches to modify their configurations [73], [21].

As shown on Figure 3.6 above, HA represent an attacker host who is connected to an
OpenFlow switch through the OpenFlow passive listener port from an external network
with the aim of modifying the switch flow table in order to listen and deviate communica-
tion between H1 and H2 to HA. The attacker deviate traffic from H1 to HA and become
the source. Then forward the traffic to H2. When H2 tries to communicate with H1 the
attacker deviates the traffic from H2 to HA and become the source again then forward it
to H1 thus HA is considered as man-in-the-middle. OpenFlow switches usually send a
Flow-Removed message to the controller when a flow entry is removed but, in this case,
the attacker does not remove the flow entry but rather modifies the flow entry [21].
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3.3.7 Attack on flooding the OpenFlow switch and the controller

An OpenFlow switch has a buffer to temporary store packets before processing them and
the controller also has a buffer to handle network requests from the data plane such as
packet-In messages.

Figure 3.7: Attack on flooding the OpenFlow switch and the controller

As shown on Figure 3.7, the switch can be flooded as well as the controller. This attack
assumed that, an attacker connects to the OpenFlow switch through a passive listening
port from an external host HA, then send packets to flood the switch [41].

When HA sends packets to switch-1, switch-1 forward it to the controller to install
rules for the packets through an OpenFlow packet-In message. In this case, it is assumed
that the max buffer size for the switch is 10 but however the attacker sends 20 packets
which is twice the buffer size. Therefore, switch-1 is flooded with packets as well as the
controller with packet-In messages [41].

3.4 Attack Modeling

As stated in the previous section, entities and properties or facts are defined for each
attack scenario. These entities and properties are given to MulVAL as inputs and rules
are created to ascertain these facts in order to create an attack graph. Table 3.1 shows the
entities and properties for all the attack scenarios.
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Entities Properties
isAttackerHost(chassisID, hostA, ip, ’192.168.10.5’, portID, p3). maliciousApp (app1, app2app3).
isAppLayer(app1, app2, app3, maliciousApp). switchPorts(port, sourcePort, p1, destinationPort, p2)
isApp(app1). attackerLoacted(hostA, tcp, internet).
isApp(app2). attackerLocated(host1).
isApp(app3). attackerLoacted(host3).
isApp(maliciousApp). headerModified(header, chassisID, host1, portID, p1).
isController(controller). headerModified(header, chassisID, host3, portID, p1).
isSwitch(switch1). switchPorts(sourcePort, p1, destinationPort, p2, listenerPort ,p3).
isSwitch(switch2). maxBufferCapacity(maxcapacity, 10).
isSwitch(switch3). currentBufferCapacity(currentCapacity 20).
isFlowTable(table, entry, switch1). packetInPayloadRemoved(packetIn, header).
isFlowEntry(entry, sourceIP, ip , destinationIP, ip, action). fakeNetworkLinks(host1, switch3, portID, p1).
isAction(action, forwardTo, destinationPort, none). fakeNetworkLinks(host3, switch1, portID, p1).
isHost(chassisID, host1, ip, ’10.0.0.1’, portID, p1). orderOfpacketInListener(packetIn, app1,app2,app3 maliciousApp).
isHost(chassisID, host1, ip, ’10.0.0.2’, portID, p1). orderOfpacketInListenerModify(packetIn,maliousApp, app1,app2).
isHost(chassisID, host1, ip, ’10.0.0.3’, portID, p1).
isBuffer(maxCapacity, currentCapacity).
isPacket(packet).
isPacketIn(packetIn, header, payload).
isLlDPPacket(lldpPacket, header, payload).
isPayload(payload, chassisID, switch1, p1)
isException(exception, app1, controller).
isFlowEntry(entry, srcIP, ’10.0.0.1’ destIP, ’10.0.0.2. action).
isAction(action, ’input=p1’, ’output=p2’, ’addEntry, set-dest-IP =192.168.10.5 output=p3’).
isFlowEntry(entry, srcIP, ’192.168.10.5’, destIP, ’10.0.0.2’ action).
isAction(action, ’input=p3’,’output =p2’, addEntry, ’set-src-IP =10.0.0.1, output=p2’).
isFlowEntry(entry, srcIP,’10.0.0.2’, destIP, ’10.0.0.1’ action).
isAction(action, ’input=p2’, ’output=p1’, addEntry, set-dest-IP =192.168.10.5 output=p3’).
isFlowEntry(entry, srcIP, ’192.168.10.5’ destIP, ’10.0.0.1’, action).
isAction(action, ’input=p3’, ’output=p1’, addEntry, ’set-src-IP =10.0.0.2 output=p1’)

Table 3.1: Entities and properties for all attack scenarios

3.4.1 Rules for attack on controller with a malicious application

As stated in section 2.6, a rule consists of a head and a body separated by the symbol (: -)
which is a conditional statement "IF" in most programming languages

To initiate this attack, the first rule below sends a packet from a host1 to switch1 base
on the name of the rule, (packetSendFromHostToSwitch) if (:-) there is a host connected
to switch1 on port 1, a packet and switch-1 to receive the packet through port 1 from
host1.

interaction_rule(
(packetSendFromHostToSwitch(Packet, Host1, Switch1):-
isSwitch(switch1),
isPacket(Packet),
isHost(ChassisID,host1,IP, Add, PortID, P1)),

rule_desc(’host1 sends a packet to switch1’,1)).

The second rue below is switchSentPackInToController if (:-) switch1 received a packet
from host1 base on the first rule above (packetSendFromHostToSwitch) and the packet
do not match any flow entry in the flow table of switch-1 (noFlowEntryForPacket), then
switch-1 should send a packet-In message (isPacketIn) to the controller (isController) for
rule installation.

interaction_rule(
(switchSentPackInToController (PacketIn, Controller): -

packetSendFromHostToSwitch (Packet, Host, Switch),
isSwitch (Switch1),
switchports (Port, SourcePort, P1, DestinationPort, None).
noFlowEntryForPacket(Table, Entry, Switch1),
isPacketIn(PacketIn,Header,Payload),
isController(Controller)),
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rule_desc(’switch1 sends packetIn controller’,2)).

The next rule below is (controllerHasPacketInListener). The controller handles packet-In
messages using a packet-in-listener after the receiving the packet-in message from switch-
1 (switchSentPackInToController) which is the previous rule, the message is forwarded
(forwardPacketInToApp next rule) to the application layer in a specific order (orderOf-
PacketInListener) where a malicious app is the 4th app to receive the packet-in message.

interaction_rule(
(controllerHasPacketInListener(Controller,Listener) :-
switchSentPackInToController(PacketIn, Controller),
forwardPacketInToApp(PacketIn),
isPacketIn(PacketIn,Header,Payload),
orderOfPacketInListener(Listener, App1, App2,App3,

MaliciousApp),
isController(Controller)),
rule_desc(’Controller handles packetIn messages in a specific

app order’,3)).

The next rule bellow (packetInAccessAndModify ()) is where the malicious app accesses
the packet-in-listener to modify the order (orderOfPacketInListenerModify) such that, it
become the first app to receive packet-in massages from the controller

interaction_rule(
(packetInAccessAndModify(PacketIn,MaliciousApp, App1,

App2,App3) :-
controllerHasPacketInListener(Controller,Listener),
isApp(maliciousApp),
orderOfPacketInListenerModify(PacketIn, MaliciousApp,

App1, App2, App3)),
rule_desc(’MaliciosApp modfiy packetIn listener to get the

packIn message first’,5)).

The next rule below (forwardPacketInToApp) is where the packet-in message (isPacketIn)
is forwarded from the controller to the applications therefore, this rule is chained with the
previous rule (controllerHasPacketInListener). Note that the packet-In message at this
point still has it payload when the message is forwarded (isPacketIn (PacketIn, Header,
Payload). The next rule chain with his rule is maliciousAppRemovedPayload ().

interaction_rule (
(forwardPacketInToApp(PacketIn):-

isApp(app3),
isApp(app2),
isApp(app1),
isApp(maliciousApp),
isPacketIn(PacketIn, Header,Payload),
maliciousAppRemovedPayload(PacketIn,Header)),

rule_desc(’MaliciousApp receive packetIn message first before
other applications’,4)).

As stated, above maliciousAppRemovedPayload () which is the next rule below, is where
the malicious app removed the payload of packet-in message after the receiving the
packet-In message before any other application. Therefore, the packet-In message at this
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point has no payload (isPacketIn (PacketIn, Header)) but just a header.

interaction_rule(
(maliciousAppRemovedPayload(PacketIn,Header) :-
isApp(app1),
isPacketIn(PacketIn, Header),
isApp(maliciousApp)),

rule_desc(’MaliciosApp remove payload and send the packet to
app1’,6)).

The next rule below (appThrowsExceptionsToController) is chained with the previous
rule (maliciousAppRemovedPayload) above. This rule shows what happen when the ma-
licious app removed the payload from the packet-in message and forward the packet-in
message to appl (isApp(app1)). App1 throws an exception to the controller (isException
(Exception, App1, Controller).

interaction_rule(
(appThrowsExceptionsToController(Exception, App1,Controller)

:-
maliciousAppRemovedPayload(PacketIn,Header),
isException(Exception, App1, Controller),
isController(Controller),
isApp(app1)),

rule_desc(’App1 throws exceptions to the controller since the
payload of the packet-In has been removed’,7)).

When app1 throws an exception to the controller according the previous rule above, the
next rule below (controllerDisconnectedFromApp) is the effect of the exception. That is,
the controller is disconnected from the application layer since the controller cannot handle
exceptions.

interaction_rule(
(controllerDisconnectedFromApp(Controller, App1):-
appThrowsExceptionsToController(Exception, App1,Controller),
isController(Controller),
isApp(app1)),

rule_desc(’controller disconneted from app since it cannot
handle exceptions’,8)).

The next rule below (switchDisconnectedFromController) is the second effect where the
controller disconnects from switch1

interaction_rule(
(switchDisconnectedFromController(Controller, Switch1):-
isSwitch(Switch1),
isController(Controller)),

rule_desc(’Switch disconneted from the controller’,9)).

Therefore, the last rule below dataplanConnectionDown is the goal of this attack. where
the controller is disconnected both from the application layer and the data plane. It can
also be assumed that the entire network is down in the case where the SDN applications
are implemented as internal modules.
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interaction_rule(
(dataplanConnectionDown(Switch,Controller):-
switchDisconnectedFromController(Controller, Switch),
switchFlooded(Switch1),
controllerDisconnectedFromApp(Controller, App1)),

rule_desc(’controller disconneted from app and switch thus
dataplanConnectionDown’,10)).

3.4.2 Rules for attack on Link Layer Discovery Protocol

For this attack it is assume that host1 and host3 are compromised by an attacker (attacker-
Located(host1/3). Therefore, the first rule below(modfiyLLDPpacketFromHost1ToSwitch1)
is where the attacker sends a LLDP packet with a modify header (headerModified (header,
chassisID, host3, PortID, p1) from host1 to switch1. Note that the modify header has a
chassis ID of host3 meanwhile the packet if sent from host1.

interaction_rule(
(modfiyLLDPpacketFromHost1ToSwitch1(host1, lLDPpacket,

switch1) :-
attackerLocated(host1),
headerModified(header, chassisID, host3, PortID, p1),
isLLDPPacket( LLDPpacket, Header, Payload),
isPayload(Payload, ChassisID, switch1, P1),
isHost(ChassisID, host1, IP, Addrs, PortID, P1)),

rule_desc(’Modify lLDPpacket from host1 to switch1’,5)).

Like the rule above, the next rule (modfiyLLDPpacketFromHost3ToSwitch3) is where
the attacker sends another LLDP packet with a modify header (headerModified (header,
chassisID, host1, PortID, p1) from host3 to switch3 with the chassis ID set to host1.

interaction_rule(
(modfiyLLDPpacketFromHost3ToSwitch3(host3, lLDPpacket,

switch3) :-
attackerLocated(host3),
isSwitch(switch3),
headerModified(header, chassisID, host1, PortID,p1),
isHeader(header, chassisID, host3, portID, p1),

isLLDPPacket( LLDPpacket, Header, Payload),
isPayload(Payload, ChassisID, switch3, P1),

isHost(ChassisID, host3, IP, Addrs, PortID, P1)),
rule_desc(’Modify lLDPpacket from host3 to switch3’,6)).

The next is rule (dataPlaneCompromised) is the sub-goal of this attack. Where the data
plane is compromised with fake links if host1 and host3 both sent a modify LLDP packet
to switch1 and switch3 respectively.

interaction_rule (
(dataPlaneCompromised (hosts, switches): -
modfiyLLDPpacketFromHost3ToSwitch3(host3, lLDPpacket,

switch3),
fakeTopologyViewByController(Controller, Host, Switches),
isHost(ChassisID, host3, IP, Addrs,PortID,P1),
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isSwitch(switch3),
isPacketIn(packetIn, header, payload),
isHost(ChassisID, host2, IP, Addr,PortID,P1),
isSwitch(switch2),
isSwitch(switch1),
isHost(ChassisID, host1, IP, Add,PortID,P1),

modfiyLLDPpacketFromHost1ToSwitch1(host1, lLDPpacket,
switch1)),

rule_desc(’data plane components compromised with fakes links
and by man-in-the-middle’,1)).

The last rule below (fakeTopologyViewByController) is the attack goal which is chained
with the previous rule. This is where the controller gets a fake topology view about
the network when it received the LLDP packets with modify headers from switch1 and
switch3 through a packet-in messages. That is the controller thinks the exist a direct
link between host1 and switch3 connected on port1 (fakeNetworkLinks (host1, switch3,
portID, p1)) and another direct link between host3 and switch connected via port1 (fak-
eNetworkLinks (host3, switch1, portID, p1))

interaction_rule(
(fakeTopologyViewByController(Controller, Host, Switches) :-
isController(Controller),
isPacketIn(packetIn, header, payload),
fakeNetworkLinks(host1, switch3,portID, p1),

fakeNetworkLinks(host3, switch1,portID, p1),
headerModified(header, chassisID, host3, PortID,p1)),
headerModified(header, chassisID, host1, PortID,p1)),

rule_desc(’Controller get new modified topology view about the
links’,7)).

3.4.3 Rules for Man-in-the-middle attack on OpenFlow switch

For this attack the goal is deviate network traffic between two end hosts by modifying
an OpenFlow switch flow table. To initiate this attack, the first rule below (attackerCon-
netedToSwitch) show the step used by an attacker to connect to OpenFlow switch. The
attacker is located on the internet (attackerLocated (HostA, Tcp, Internet)) and make a
TCP connection to switch1 through a listener port3.

interaction_rule(
(attackerConnetedToSwitch(HostA, ListenerPort,Tcp, Switch1)

:-
switchPorts(SourcePort, P1,DestinationPort, P2,

ListenerPort, P3),
isAttackerHost(ChassisID, hostA, Ip, Add, PortID, p3),
isSwitch(switch1),
attackerLocated(HostA, Tcp, Internet)),

rule_desc(’Attacker connected to switch via a listener port
using a tcp connection’,1)).

The rule below is what the attacker does after connecting to switch1. That is (attack-
erModifyFlowtableEntryOfHost1ToHost2) the attacker modifies the flow entries in the
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flow table to deviate traffic from host1 to hostA which is his own host (isAction (action,
input=p1, output=p2, addEntry, set-dest-IP=192.168.10.5 output=p3)) and becomes the
destination to host1. Then add another flow entry to forward the traffic from his own host
to host2 which is the right destination and becomes the source to host2 (isAction (action,
input=p3’, output=p2, addEntry, set-src-IP=10.0.0.1= output=p2)).

interaction_rule(
(attackerModifyFlowtableEntryOfHost1ToHost2(Flowtable,

Entry):-
attackerConnetedToSwitch(HostA, ListenerPort,Tcp, Switch1),
isFlowEntry(Entry, sourceIP, ’10.0.0.1’, destinationIP,

’10.0.0.2’, action),
isAction(action, ’input=p1’, ’output=p2’, addEntry,

’set_dest_IP=192.168.10.5 output=p3’),
isFlowEntry(entry, sourceIP, ’192.168.10.5’, destinationIP,

’10.0.0.2’, action),
isAction(action, ’input=p3’, ’output=p2’, addEntry,

’set_src_IP=10.0.0.1= output=p2’),
isFlowTable(table, entry, switch1)),

rule_desc(’Attacker add new flow rules to deviate trafffic from
host1 to hostA’,2)).

The next rule below is (attackerModifyFlowtableEntryOfHost2ToHost1) is where the at-
tacker adds two more flow entries. First the attacker adds an entry to deviate traffic
host2 to his own hostA (isAction (action, input=p2, output=p1, addEntry, set-dest-IP=
192.168.10.5 output=p3’) to become the destination to host2. Then add another flow en-
try to forward the traffic from his own hostA to host1 thereby becoming the source to host1
(isAction (action, ’input=p3’, ’output=p1’, addEntry, set-src-IP= 10.0.0.2 output=p1).

interaction_rule(
(attackerModifyFlowtableEntryOfHost2ToHost1(Flowtable,

Entry):-
isFlowEntry(entry, sourceIP, ’10.0.0.2’, destinationIP,

’10.0.0.1’, action),
isAction(action, ’input=p2’, ’output=p1’, addEntry,

’set_dest_IP= 192.168.10.5 output=p3’),
isFlowEntry(entry, sourceIP, ’192.168.10.5’, destinationIP,

’10.0.0.1’, action),
isAction(action, ’input=p3’, ’output=p1’, addEntry,

’set_src_IP= 10.0.0.2 output=p1’),
attackerConnetedToSwitch(HostA, ListenerPort,Tcp, Switch1),
isFlowTable(table, entry, switch1)),

rule_desc (’Attacker add another new flow rule to deviate
traffic from host2 to hostA’,2)).

The last attack below (trafficDeviatebetweenHostByAttacker (host1, host2) is the attack
goal of this attack which is chained with the two previous rules above (attackerModi-
fyFlowtableEntryOfHost1ToHost2) and (attackerModifyFlowtableEntryOfHost2ToHost1)
that is, the network traffic is deviated between host1 and host2 if there is man-in-the-
middle between them modifying the network traffic.

interaction_rule(
(trafficDeviatebetweenHostByAttacker(host1, host2):-
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attackerModifyFlowtableEntryOfHost2ToHost1(Flowtable, Entry),
isHost(ChassisID, host2, IP, Addrs, PortID, P1),
isAttackerHost(ChassisID, hostA, IP, Add, PortID, P3),
isHost(ChassisID, host1, IP, Addr ,PortID, P1),

attackerModifyFlowtableEntryOfHost1ToHost2(Flowtable, Entry)),
rule_desc(’Traffic deviated by attacker between host1 and

host2’,3)).

3.4.4 Rules for attack on flooding the switch and the controller

The goal of this attack is to bring down the network connection at the data plane by flood-
ing the switch with packets and the controller with packet-in messages. Like the previous
attack above the attacker (hostASendPacketsToFloodSwitch) connect to the OpenFlow
switch through a listener port P3 (isAttackerHost (chassisID, hostA, ip, 192.168.10.5,
portID, p3) and sends packet from hostA to flood switch1.

interaction_rule(
(hostASendPacketsToFloodSwitch(Packet, Switch1) :-
attackerLocated(hostA, tcp, internet),
isPacket(Packet),
switchPorts(sourcePort, p1, destinationPort, p2,

listenerPort, p3),
isAttackerHost(chassisID, hostA, ip, ’192.168.10.5’,portID,

p3)),
rule_desc(’Attacker connect to switch via a listener port and

sends packet to flood it’,9)).

The next rule below is chained with the first rule (hostASendPacketsToFloodSwitch)
where switch1 is flooded (switchFlooded(switch1) if its max buffer size M is less than
its current buffer size C.

interaction_rule(
(switchFlooded(switch1):-
controllerFlooded(PacketIn),
isFlowTable(Table, Entry, Switch1),
isBuffer(maxCapaticy, currentCapacity),
maxBufferCapacity(MaxCapaticy, M),
currentBufferCapacity(CurrentCapacity, C),
isPacketIn(PacketIn, _, _),
switchPorts(sourcePort, p1, destinationPort, p2,

listenerPort, p3),
isSwitch(switch1),
hostASendPacketsToFloodSwitch(Packet)),

rule_desc(’Switch1 flooded if the current buffer size is
greater than the max buffer size’,10)).

The next rule (controllerFlooded(PacketIn) is where the controller is flooded with packet-
in messages from switch1 ( isPacketIn(PacketIn)

interaction_rule(
(controllerFlooded(PacketIn):-
isPacketIn(PacketIn, _, _),
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isController(Controller)),
rule_desc(’Controller flooded with packIn messages’,21)).

The last rule below (dataplanConnectionDown) is the attack goal which implies that if
(:-) data plane connection is down, then it means switch1 is flooded thus causing denial
of service in the data plane connection.

interaction_rule(
(dataplanConnectionDown(Switch,Controller):-
switchDisconnectedFromController(Controller, Switch),
switchFlooded(Switch1),
controllerDisconnectedFromApp(Controller, App1)),

rule_desc(’controller disconneted thus
dataplanConnectionDown’,10)).

3.4.5 Combining Attacks

After modeling the individual attack above, the goals and sub-goals of these attacks are
merged to create one complex attack.

The first rule (trafficDeviatebetweenHostByAttacker) below is the attack goal for the sec-
ond attack where the network traffic is deviated between two end hosts when the attacker
modified the flow table entries.

interaction_rule(
(trafficDeviatebetweenHostByAttacker(host1, host2):-
attackerModifyFlowtableEntryOfHost2ToHost1(Flowtable, Entry),
isHost(ChassisID, host2, IP, Addrs, PortID, P1),
isAttackerHost(ChassisID, hostA, IP, Add, PortID, P3),
isHost(ChassisID, host1, IP, Addr ,PortID, P1),

attackerModifyFlowtableEntryOfHost1ToHost2(Flowtable, Entry)),
rule_desc(’Traffic deviated by attacker between host1 and

host2’,3)).

The next rule (fakeTopologyViewByController) is the attack goal for third attack scenario
where the controller gets a fake topology view when it received modified LLDP packets
from host1 and host3.

interaction_rule(
(fakeTopologyViewByController(Controller, Host, Switches) :-
isController(Controller),

isPacketIn(packetIn, header, payload),
fakeNetworkLinks(host1, switch3,portID, p1),

fakeNetworkLinks(host3, switch1,portID, p1),
headerModified(header, chassisID, host1, PortID,p1)),

rule_desc(’Controller get new modified topology view about the
links’,7)).

Th next rule (dataPlaneCompromised) below is considered as a sub-attack goal which
combined the second and the third attack scenario. That is the data plane is compromised
with fake links and by man-in-the-middle if modified LLDP packets are received from
hosts and if there is an unauthorized access to the OpenFlow switch respectively.
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interaction_rule(
(dataPlaneCompromised(hosts, switches):-
modfiyLLDPpacketFromHost3ToSwitch3(host3, lLDPpacket,

switch3),
fakeTopologyViewByController(Controller, Host, Switches),
isHost(ChassisID, host3, IP, Addrs,PortID,P1),

isSwitch(switch3),
isPacketIn(packetIn, header, payload),
isHost(ChassisID, host2, IP, Addr,PortID,P1),
isSwitch(switch2),
isSwitch(switch1),
isHost(ChassisID, host1, IP, Add,PortID,P1),

modfiyLLDPpacketFromHost1ToSwitch1(host1, lLDPpacket,
switch1)),

rule_desc (’data plane components compromised with fakes links
and by man-in-the-middle’,1)).

The last rule below is the attack goal for the first and the fourth attack scenario. That is,
the data plane connection is down if the controller is disconnected from the data pane and
from the app layer. The data plane connection is also down if the switches are flooded.

interaction_rule(
(dataplanConnectionDown(Switch,Controller):-
switchDisconnectedFromController(Controller, Switch),
switchFlooded(Switch1),
controllerDisconnectedFromApp(Controller, App1)),

rule_desc(’controller disconneted thus
dataplanConnectionDown’,10)).

These pair of attacks are further link or merged with sub-attack goals to form one complex
attack. Example the rule below is used by an attack to connect to the switch through a
listener port. Where he sends packets to flood the switch according the fourth attack
which has the same attack goal as the first attack. The attacker also makes a connection to
the switch to through a listener port to modify the switch flow table according to the third
attack which also has the same sub-attack goal (data plane compromised) as the second
attack. Therefore, such rules bellow is used to merge the four attack scenarios.

interaction_rule(
(attackerConnetedToSwitch(HostA, ListenerPort,Tcp, Switch1)

:-
switchPorts(SourcePort, P1,DestinationPort, P2,

ListenerPort, P3),
isAttackerHost(ChassisID, hostA, Ip, Add, PortID, p3),
isSwitch(switch1),
attackerLocated(HostA, Tcp, Internet)),
rule_desc(’Attacker connected to switch via a listener port

using a TCP connection’,1)).
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3.5 Reliability and Validity

In order to ensure the reliability of the contents in this report, I described in details attacks
scenarios derived from the OpenFlow SDN vulnerabilities, the application of threat model
used to model the attacks using the suggested implementation and the risk analysis asso-
ciated to the threat model. In terms of reliability, all the concepts and technologies applied
are well known and a reliable framework is used. Furthermore, the literature overview is
from trusted resources, such as papers and are well cited.

3.6 Ethical considerations

The ethical considerations that I need to consider are primary the distribution of infor-
mation that in the wrong hands could be misused for deleterious purposes. I firmly be-
lieve that information is power, and concealing sensitive information is more harmful than
making it public. I hope my contribution sheds some light on the implementation of threat
modeling in SDN.
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4 Implementation and Evaluation

This chapter presents information about the implementation environment, number of ex-
periments, results and analysis of the results

• Implementation Environment: The environment used for implementation is Linux.
Firstly, we set up MulVAL then defined our predicates/facts in an input.P file then
created rules in another file known as rule.P file to ascertain our facts in the input
file of being true. Then we executed the input and rule file on the Linux terminal
simultaneously to produce an attack graph. Secondly, we set up Eclipse to run the
Java program and lastly, we gave our input and rule file as arguments to the java
program to calculate the metrics and in addition produced an attack graph.

• Number of Experiments: In this project we defined four attack scenarios in SDN,
and our main objective was to model these attacks into a threat model known as
attack graph to perform risk analysis. Since the attack graph was quite large and
difficult to identify all the attacks, we decided to extract each attack scenario from
the entire threat model and analyze each attack scenario separately with a metric.
Furthermore, we also analyzed the whole attack graph which consists of all the
attack scenarios with the aid of a metric.

Figure 4.1: Implementation method

As shown on Figure 4.1 above, the defined predicates and entities are placed in the in-
put file and the rules are placed in the rule file. Example the predicate or facts that is
isHost(host), isSwitch(switch), isController(ctr) and isApp(app) are all facts about SDN
components. Therefore, there are placed in the input file and the rule sdnComponents
(Host, Switch, Ctr, App): - is place in the rule file which is used to ascertain the fact in
the input file.

That is, any entity in the body of the rule (sdnComponents(Host, Switch, Ctr, App):
-) is an SDN component if (:-) it is a host, switch, controller or an application. MulVAL
then takes the input and the rule file to produce an attack graph. To calculate the metric,
the input and rule file are further passed as arguments to the java program which calculate
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the metrics such as the shortest path to attack goal. In addition to the metrics an attack
graph is also produced.

4.1 Results

After defining predicates and rules, we give them to MulVAL to produce an attack graph
which is very large and not possible to show all the attacks in this report. Therefore, just a
part of the graph is taken for each attack scenario so that the reader can have the feeling of
how an attack graph looks like and how it can be used to perform risk analysis. We will try
as much as possible to make any person reading this report to understand each part of the
graph meanwhile the entire graph is placed in the appendix of this report. Furthermore,
each attack scenario is analyzed with the aid of a metric where:

• NP stands for number of paths to the attack goal.

• PL stands for paths length that is, the length of paths to the attack goal.

• SP is the shortest paths that can be taking to reach the attack goal.

• MPL (mean path length) is the expected number of exploits an attacker should
execute in order to reach the goal condition in a given attack graph.

• AGP is called the attack graph probabilistic which focus on individual path to attack
goal by using an exploit dependency graph to quantify network security and by
propagating exploit likelihood scores from initial exploit to the goal exploit. For
example, if exploit B is only preceded by a single exploit A, then it is said that, they
have a conjunctive relationship, that is B can only occur if A also occurs.

4.1.1 Results from Attack on the controller with a malicious application

The first part of the graph on Figure 4.2 shows three rules: that is, the order in which
the controller handles packet-In messages with respect to the applications, packet-In lis-
tener access and modify which changes the order of the packet-In listener such that when
the rule forward packet-In to the applications is executed, the malicious application will
receive the packet-In message before any other application. The goal of this attack at
this point seems to be malicious application remove payload of packet-In message after
receiving the packet-In message before any other application.

However, the continuation of this attack on Figure 4.3 has three more rules in addi-
tion to malicious application remove payload of the packet-In message. The application
throws exception rule indicates what happened when the payload of the packet-In mes-
sage is removed by the malicious application before passing the packet to the next appli-
cation which eventually throws the exception to the controller. The next rule controller
disconnected is what happened when the application throws an exception of no payload
in packet-In message. Finally, the last rule is the goal of this attack which is achieved by
disconnecting the controller both from the application and the data plane.

The threat model on Figure 4.3 shows two possible ways of bringing down the SDN
data plane connection with a single attack. In addition to the threat model, the number
of path (NP) metric for this attack is also two as shown on Table 4.1. That is discon-
necting the controller with an exception from an application. It can also be assumed that,
the application layer is also down especially in the case where the SDN applications are
implemented as internal module within the controller. When this happened the data plane
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Figure 4.2: Threat model for attack on controller with a malicious application Part I

Figure 4.3: Threat model for attack on controller with a malicious application Part II

will also be disconnected from the controller since the data plane switches expect rules
from the applications to forward network packets from their source to destination.

NP PL SP MPL AGP
2.0 48.0 12.0 24.0 0.48

Table 4.1: Metric for attack on controller with a malicious application

Having two possible ways to bring down the entire SDN network from a single attack us-
ing a malicious application is a threat to the SDN network since the malicious application
initial intention is to disconnect the controller from the application layer with an excep-
tion however when this happen, the data plane is also affected. The PL metric is 48.0
which is the length of paths to the attack goal and the shortest path (SP) is 12.0 which is
the minimum amount of effect needed to reach the attack goal. In this case, more minimal
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effort is needed to perform this attack compared to the other attacks which are discussed
in the next sections. Since the malicious application needs to access the application layer
first then further access the controller to modify the packet-In listener in order to receive
packet-In messages before any other application to remove the payload before forwarding
the message to other applications to cause an exception. In this case, this attack can be
harder to perform compared to the other three attacks.

MPL (mean path length) is the expected number of exploits an attacker should execute
in order to reach the goal. Therefore, 24 exploits are needed for this attack to be success-
ful. Prior to the SP which is 12.0, we can conclude that this attack is harder to perform
compared to the other three attacks with a smaller number of exploits and less minimal
effort needed to reach the attack goal.

The likelihood score (AGP) for this attack is 0.48. Therefore, the chances of exploit-
ing an SDN application to access the controller in order to perform this attack is less as
compared to the other three attacks with higher probability. Therefore, according to the
SP, MPL and AGP we can further conclude that this attack is harder to perform compared
to the other three attacks.

Therefore, the absence of access control mechanism in SDN such as application au-
thentication, application prioritization of which application should and should not access
the core services of the controller in SDN, is a threat to the SDN architecture. Further-
more, the fact that the SDN controller cannot handle exceptions from SDN applications is
also another threat to the SDN architecture since having exceptions from applications can
be very common due to miss configurations which is still going to have a similar effect
on the SDN network.

The effect of this attack would have been minimal if the controller can be disconnected
from the application layer and remain connected to the data plane components instead of
bringing down the whole network connection.

The aim of this project is to perform risk analysis on the SDN network with the aid of
a threat model known as attack graph. From this result, we can be able to understand the
first attack scenario better. That is, by identifying the number of ways in which this attack
can affect the SDN network. In this case, the threat model on Figure 4.3 and the metric on
Table 4.1 shows two possible ways in which this attack can affect the SDN network. With
this knowledge, the network administrator can be able to understand the attack scenario
better and in addition perform a proper risk analysis for this attack scenario.

4.1.2 Results from attack on Link Layer Discovery protocol

The first part of the attack graph below on Figure 4.4 has just one rule where host1 sends
a LLDP packet to switch-1 with a modify header. The second part on Figure 4.5 has three
rules with sub-goal and an attack goal. Rule 13 is where host3 sends another LLDP packet
with a modify header to switch-3 and rule 11 is data plane compromised with fake links
since switch-1 and switch-3 both receive modify LLDP packets from host1 and host3
respectively. When the controller received the modify LLDP packet from switch-1 and
switch-3, through a packet-In message the controller gets a wrong topology view about
the network links between nodes thus, the controller does not understand the network
topology for proper routing.

To perform proper routing in SDN, the controller needs to have an up to date and
accurate topology view. The goal of this attack is to create spoof links between two
ends hosts. When this happened, the controller cannot perform proper routing since these
spoofed links becomes part of the shortest path routing which most routing algorithms
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Figure 4.4: Threat model for attack on Link Layer Discovery protocol Part I

Figure 4.5: Threat model for attack on Link Layer Discovery protocol Part II

depends on such as the Dijkstra’s algorithm. Furthermore, when both ends hosts try to
communicate with each other, they never actually get to reach each other and as they keep
on trying to reach each other by sending packets, it leads to traffic interference and poor
network performance.

NP PL SP MPL AGP
2.0 16.0 8.0 8.0 0.65

Table 4.2: Metric for attack on Link Layer Discovery Protocol

From Table 4.2, the NP for this attack is 2.0 as the first attack. The NP here correspond
to the modify LLDP packets sent from host1 and host3. That is, for this attack to be
successful, at least these two conditions must hold. If another modify LLDP packet is
sent from a third or from more than two hosts then this attack will be more severe on the
network interference and routing protocol since fake links will be created between more
than two end hosts. Therefore, the NP metric for this attack will be greater than equal to
two (NP>=2) thus providing more options for the attacker to make the attack more severe.

The PL is 16.0 which is less than that of the first attack since the attacker needs to
compromise a host then modify the LLDP packets before sending them to the controller
whereas the first attack requires more steps to reach the goal. Prior to the PL, the SP is
8.0 which is also less than that of the first attack thus, the attacker requires less minimal
effort to reach its goal as compare to the first attack.

To support the PL and SP, the MPL which is the number of exploits is 8.0 which is also
less than that of the first attack. The MPL for this attack further shows that the attacker
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needs less minimal effort since few exploits are needed to reach the goal. However, the
AGP for this attack is 0.65 which is higher compared to the first attack with 0.46. The
AGP further proves that the probability for an attacker to compromise hosts and use them
to send modify LDDP packets is higher than compromising the application layer with
a malicious application to cause an exception by removing the payload of a packet-In
message.

Therefore, the fact that OFDP does not check or enforce that LLDP packets are only
received through switch ports that are connected to another switch. Instead, LLDP pack-
ets from host ports are also accepted and forwarded to the controller and there is no
authentication or integrity check of LLDP control messages is also a threat to the SDN
architecture.

This result can also help a network administrator to understand this attack scenario
better. That is, the threat model shows the possible effects of compromising one or more
SDN components. In this attack, two hosts are compromised to create spoof links between
them which gives the controller a wrong topology view about the network such that, the
controller cannot perform proper routing.

4.1.3 Results from man-in-the-middle-attack on the data plane

There are three rules for the first part of the graph as shown on Figure 4.6 below. However,
only two of them are explained here and the last one is going to be explain later. Attacker
connected to switch is the first rule where the attacker connects to a switch through an
OpenFlow listener port. The next rule is what the attacker does when he connects to the
switch which is adding or modifying a flow entry in the flow table to deviate traffic from
host2 to hostA which is the attacker host.

Figure 4.6: Threat model for man-in-the-middle attack on the data plane Part I

The second part of the graph on Figure 4.7 below shows another rule where the attacker
adds another new flow entry to the flow table to deviate network traffic from host1 to
hostA. The last rule data-plane compromised by man-in-the-middle is the goal which
shows what happened when the attacker adds or modifies the flow entries. Going back
to the first part of the graph above, is a rule which says network traffic deviated between
network hosts which can be consider as a sub-goal of this attack. Since when the switches
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flow tables are compromised, the network traffic is also compromised.

Figure 4.7: Threat model for man-in-the-middle attack on the data plane Part II

NP PL SP MPL AGP
2.0 12.0 6.0 6.0 0.65

Table 4.3: Metric for attack on man in the middle attack

The NP for this attack is 2.0 as shown on table 4.3 which has the same value as the two
previous attacks. This correspond to the two modify flow entries. That is, for the attacker
to act as man-in-the-middle he needs to add at least two modify flow entries to the switch
flow table. If a single modify flow entry is added to the flow table, the attacker can only
listen to traffic from one host therefore cannot act as man-in-the-middle. Like the second
attack, the attacker can add more than two modify flow entries to make the attack more
severe thereby also providing more options (NP>=2) to perform the attack.

The PL is 12.0 which is less than that of the two previous attacks since the attacker
only needs to compromise an OpenFlow switch to modify its flow entries. The SP and
MPL is 6.0 which is also less than those of the two previous attacks thus, the attacker
needs less minimal effort and few exploits to perform this attack. The probability (AGP)
of exploiting an OpenFlow switch to perform this attack is 0.65 which has the same value
with the second attack but higher than the first attack with 0.46. Therefore, the probability
of this attack on the SDN network is also higher as compare to the first attack.

To support the PL, SP and MPL, as mentioned earlier in this report, all OpenFlow
switches allow anyone to connect to them through their listener ports with no access
control mechanism thus, this further explains why the attacker needs less effort and few
exploits to reach its goal.

Allowing anyone to connect to OpenFlow switches through their listener ports is a
big threat to the SDN architecture. For instance, this attack allows an attacker to take
total control over OpenFlow switches and modify flow entries without the knowledge of
the controller acting as man-in-the-middle between network components. The attacker
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can also listen to or eavesdrop network conversation between network hosts or performed
replay attack.

Flow-Remove message is usually sent by OpenFlow switches to the controller when-
ever a flow entry is removed which might be due to idle or hard time-out however, in
this case, the flow entries are modified and not removed. The flow modification message
(Flow-Mod) message is only sent by the controller to OpenFlow switches to modify the
flow table.

As stated earlier, OpenFlow switch listener ports do not have any access control mech-
anism and there is no form of authentication or flow modification message from the Open-
Flow switches to the controller therefore, this is another SDN threat that should be inves-
tigated in order to improve the security of the architecture.

The threat model for this attack scenario also help to show the possible effects on
the SDN network when an unauthorized access is allowed to the OpenFlow switches.
Whereby an attacker can choose to listen to network traffic between two end hosts or
deviate the network traffic between them to an unknown source and destination.

4.1.4 Results from attack on flooding the switch and the controller

The first part of the graph on Figure 4.8 below consist of a rule showing how the attacker
connect to the switch through a listener port then sends packets to flood the switch.

Figure 4.8: Threat model for attack on flooding the switch and the controller Part I

The second part on Figure 4.9 below has two rules which are switch flooded when the
max buffer size is less than the current buffer size and controller flooded with packet-In
messages. The attack goal here is switch flooded and the sub-goal is controller flooded
with packet-In messages.
The effect of this attack is similar to the first attack where the entire SDN network is
brought down by an exception from a single application. That is, flooding the switch at
the data plane will also lead to flooding the controller with packet-In messages. If the
controller is flooded, there is no way the controller can handle requests both from the
applications and the data plane components. If the application layer is implemented as
an internal module, it will also break down when the controller is flooded. The risk here
is the one-to-many relationship of the controller which can lead to the breakdown of the
entire SDN network when one of this relationship fails leading to denial of service.

However, it is possible to have more than one controller but, in this case, the flooded
switch will still not be able to receive instructions from the other controller since it buffer
is already flooded. Therefore, the main threat here is allowing unauthorized access to
OpenFlow switches where this attack is initiated.
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Figure 4.9: Threat model for attack on flooding the switch and the controller Part II

NP PL SP MPL AGP
1.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 0.7

Table 4.4: Metric from attack on flooding switch and the controller

The NP for this attack on Table 4.4 is 1.0 which correspond to the packet send from the
attacker host connected to the OpenFlow switch through its listener port. Like the other
attacks, an attacker can also connect to the OpenFlow switch through their listener ports
using one or more hosts to flood the network much faster thus, the NP will be greater than
equal to one (NP>=1) compared to other attacks.

The PL, SP and MPL is 4.0 which is less than those of the other three attacks thus,
less effort and few exploits are also needed to perform this attack as compare to the other
attacks. Since the attacker only needs to send as many packets as possible to the Open-
Flow switch in order to flood the switch and the controller. The probability (AGP) for
this attack is 0.7 which is higher than the probability of the other three attacks. The AGP
further shows that this attack is easy to perform as compare to the other three attacks.

Flooding in the physical network also interferes with the network traffic and in most
cases will not likely bring down the entire network unless the attacker has access to two
or more network components commonly known as zombies which can be used to send
larger network traffic to flood the entire network. However, the threat model for this
attack shows the probability of using one component in the SDN network to attack other
components in order to bring down the entire network. That is, attacking an OpenFlow
switch through its listener port then send packets to flood it and in addition flood the
controller. This probability is shown on Table 4.4 with a metric thus, this is also a threat
to the SDN network.

4.1.5 Overall analysis with a Metric

A threat model such as an attack graph can be very large with thousands and millions of
nodes depending on the system in which the threat model is derived. For this project, the
threat model is derived from the OpenFlow SDN architecture base on some its vulnera-
bilities. Four attacks are modeled by defining predicates and rules. The goal of the entire
graph of all the attack scenarios is, "data plane connection down" with three arrows or
three paths pointing toward the goal as shown below on Figure 4.10. However, there are
sub-attack goals that lead to this main goal which cannot be included since the graph is
quite large to show all the goals.
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Figure 4.10: Goal of the all the attack scenarios

NP PL SP MPL AGP
3.0 54.0 6.0 18.0 0.52

Table 4.5: Metric for the whole threat model

As shown on Table 4.5, the NP for the entire threat model is 3.0 and going back to Fig-
ure 4.10, as earlier stated there are three arrows or paths pointing toward the goal which
is "data plane connection down". In an attack graph the higher the number of paths, the
lesser the security strength of the network. That is, the attacker has more options by which
he can attain the goal. In this case, there are three possible ways to bring down the SDN
network.

That is, flooding the switch and the controller, disconnecting the controller from the
application layer and disconnecting the controller from the data plane layer. Considering
the number of attacks we modeled, having three possible ways to bring down the entire
SDN network out of the four attacks, we can conclude that the SDN network is less secure
since we can assume that modeling N attacks on the SDN network has N-1 possible ways
to bring down the entire OpenFlow SDN network.

The PL is 54.0 and the SP is 6.0 therefore, the minimum amount of effort an attacker
needs to bring down the data plane connection is 6.0 which is quite small for the four-
attack scenarios. Since an attacker needs more minimal effort to reach its goal in a secure
network. The MPL is 18.0 which is the number of exploits needed to bring down the data
plane connection which is average in this case considering the four attack scenarios.

The likelihood score in this case is 0.5 which is quite high. Therefore, the chances
of exploiting a component to get access to another component in SDN is quite high.
This probability corresponds to the first and the last attack where a malicious application
exploits the controller and later cause an exception to bring down the entire network con-
nection. Same as exploiting the switch listener ports to flood the controller with packets
and eventually bring down the entire network connection.

The scope of this project is limited to the OpenFlow SDN model however, as ear-
lier introduced, the Overlay and the Hybrid model are interconnected with the OpenFlow
model. For example, in the Overlay model, an OpenFlow switch is expected to act as an
OpenFlow or physical switch or both. Therefore, it also possible to flood the switch as
in the OpenFlow model and man-in-the-middle attack is also possible by taken over the
switch through their listener ports. Therefore, the effect of these attacks in the Overlay
and Hybrid model will be like that of the OpenFlow model.
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Assuming some security mechanism is applied on the SDN network such as TLS for
data encryption and authentication between the applications and the controller as well as
between the controller and the OpenFlow switches this might be able to filter malicious
applications from legitimate applications such that, only legitimate applications can have
direct access to the controller. However, this would not still be able to indicate the present
of a malicious application on the application layer unless the malicious application tries
to communicate with the controller. Thus, just the present of a malicious application on
the SDN network is a threat to the SDN network since other malicious activities can be
perform by the malicious application on the application layer like using the Uninstall-
Function to remove other SDN applications.

The second attack will still be successful since there is still no integrity check. That
is, there is no mechanism to verify if the network hosts are compromised or not since
the modify LLDP packets comes from legitimate hosts that have been compromised thus,
TLS authentication of LDDP packets would not help in this case. If the LDDP packets
are encrypted for data integrity, they packet will still need to be decrypted at the hosts
before processing them. However, if the LLDP packets are authenticated to come from
OpenFlow switches only, then this attack might be harder to perform from OpenFlow
switches.

The third and fourth attack will be harder to perform if TLS authentication is applied
to all OpenFlow switch ports. That is, to regulate access control to OpenFlow switch
listener ports. The fourth attack will still be possible if a legitimate host is compromised
by an attacker meanwhile the third attack seems impossible since the attacker needs to
take total control over the OpenFlow switch in order to be successful.
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5 Discussion and Conclusion

Software defined network is a technology with room for improvement both on the area of
functionality and security. They are several ways in which threats in the OpenFlow SDN
architecture have been detected. As mentioned in the motivation and related work chapter,
most SDN architectures implements Intrusion detection systems (IDS) and SPHINX to
detect possible intrusions or attacks into the SDN network respectively.

Risk analysis have also been performed in SDN using a Common Vulnerability Scor-
ing System (CVSS) to estimate the impacts of security vulnerabilities using qualitative
and quantitative metrics to define the impacts of security vulnerabilities.

The main goal of this project was also to perform risk analysis on the OpenFlow SDN
model using a threat model known as attack graph. To achieve this goal, we defined four
objectives. The first objective was to investigate the security of OpenFlow SDN model
and its components. In order to achieve this objective, a series of literature research was
done from different source by consulting a wide variety of papers related to the security
of software defined networking. We also complemented the research papers with online
resources where we got all the vulnerabilities mentioned in this report. Furthermore, we
extracted some concrete attack scenarios from the literature review based on the vulnera-
bilities we found.

The second objective to our problem was to investigate threat models like attack
graphs and attack trees. To achieve this objective, we investigated both attack graphs
and attack tress and decided to used attack graphs which we thought best suit the SDN
architecture and its components to perform risk analysis.

Our third objective was to derive a threat model from the OpenFlow SDN model.
This objective was achieved by combining the first and the second objective. That is,
after extracting concrete attack scenarios as stated in the first objective, we modeled the
attack scenarios into datalog facts/predicates and rules then we used a framework known
as MulVAL to produce a threat model known as attack graph which was the aim of our
second objective.

The final objective which was the main goal of this project was to perform risk analysis
on the OpenFlow SDN model using the derived threat model by quantitative analysis. To
achieve our final objective, we used the attack graph derived from our third objective to
perform risk analysis by using a metric. Furthermore, since the attack graph was quite
large and impossible to show all the attacks on a single graph, we extracted part of the
graph corresponding to each attack scenario to further perform more analysis.

As earlier stated in this report, other means such as flow-graphs and IDS have been
used to detect threats in the SDN network and CVS has also been used to perform risk
analysis. In this report, we used another approach known as threat modeling which can
be used to analyze these vulnerabilities in the SDN architecture and the impacts of these
vulnerabilities using quantitative analysis.

In order to achieve this, these vulnerabilities have been investigated and a room for
security improvements have been proposed which is threat modeling. Which defined
these vulnerabilities as predicates and rules then used the framework known as MulVAL
to produce a threat model known as attack graph. The threat model has further been
analyzed using a metric to predict the risk associated to the OpenFlow SDN model which
was the final goal of this project. Thus, the objectives of this report have been achieved.

The threat model has not only been used to forecast threats in the SDN network but
has also been used to predict possible ways in which an attacker can compromised the
components and the entire SDN network. In addition to the possible ways to compromise
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the entire SDN network, a metric has also been used to compute the shortest path, the
number of paths and number of exploits needed to bring down the entire SDN network.
For example, the shortest path to compromise the data plane using a malicious application.
The risk analysis has also shown the risk associated to the vulnerabilities found in the
OpenFlow SDN model. Furthermore, the vulnerabilities and the risks associated to each
attack scenario have also been compared with each other to determine which attacks are
more vulnerable in the SDN network.

Therefore, the proposed technique by this report to perform risk analysis in SDN using
it vulnerabilities is worth considering when building a software defined network since it
can help a network administrator to understand attacks better and to further perform risk
analysis and assessments in the SDN network.
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5.1 Future work

Software defined networking is a technology that has not lasted for a long time therefore
there are still a lot of areas that need to be researched on. For this project the scope is
limited to the OpenFlow model. The future work for this project will be to investigate
other models and their vulnerabilities.
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A Appendix 1

This section consists of rules for all the attack scenarios and the whole attack graph.

Threat Model for all Attack Scenarios

This section presents the entire threat model or attack graph for all attack scenarios

1:dataplanConnectionDown(switch1,controller):0

2:RULE 1 (dataplanConnectionDown if controller disconneted from app and switch1 or switch1 flooded with controller):0

3:controllerDisconnectedFromApp(controller,app1):0

4:RULE 3 (controller disconneted from app since it cannot handle exceptions):0

5:isApp(app1):1

8:RULE 4 (App1 throws exceptions to the controller since the paylaod of the packIn has is removed):0

11:RULE 5 (MaliciosApp remove paylaod and send the packet to app1):0

22:RULE 7 (MaliciousApp receive packetIn message first before other applications):0

6:isController(controller):1

18:RULE 8 (Controller handles packetIn messages in a specific app order):0

26:RULE 9 (switch1 sends packetIn controller):0

71:RULE 12 (Controller get new modified topology view about the links):0 87:RULE 2 (Switch disconneted from the controller):0

7:appThrowsExceptionsToController(exception,app1,controller):0

9:isException(exception,app1,controller):1 10:maliciousAppRemovedPayload(packetIn,header):0

12:isApp(maliciousApp):1

15:RULE 6 (MaliciosApp modfiy packetIn listener to get the packIn message first):0

13:isPacketIn(packetIn,header):1

14:packetInAccessAndModify(packetIn,maliciousApp,app1,app2,app3):0

16:orderOfPacketInListenerModify(packetIn,maliciousApp,app1,app2,app3):117:controllerHasPacketInListener(controller,packetIn):0

19:orderOfPacketInListener(packetIn,app1,app2,app3,maliciousApp):1

20:isPacketIn(packetIn,header,payload):1

39:RULE 11 (data plane components compromised with fakes links):0

80:RULE 15 (Switch1 flooded if the current buffer size is greater than the max buffer size):0

21:forwardPacketInToApp(packetIn):0

23:isApp(app2):1 24:isApp(app3):1

25:switchSentPackInToController(packetIn,controller):0

27:isSwitch(switch1):1

36:RULE 10 (host1 sends a packet to switch1):0

60:RULE 20 (Attacker connected to switch via a listener port using a tcp connection):0

28:noFlowEntryForPacket(table,entry,switch1):0

29:RULE 0 (Fow table has no flow entries to forward the packet to its destionation):0

30:switchPorts(port,sourcePort,p1,destinationPort,none):1 31:isPacket(packet):1

82:RULE 16 (Attacker connect to switch via a listener port and sends packet to flood it):0

32:isAction(action,forwardTo,destinationPort,none):133:isFlowEntry(entry,sourceIP,srcIP,destinationIP,destIP,action):134:isFlowTable(table,entry,switch1):1

54:RULE 18 (Attacker add new flow rules to deviate trafffic from host1 to hostA):065:RULE 19 (Attacker add another new flow rules to deviate trafffic from host2 to hostA):0

35:packetSendFromHostToSwitch(packet,_,_):0

37:isHost(chassisID,host1,ip,’10.0.0.1’,portID,p1):1

41:RULE 14 (Modify lLDPpacket from host1 to switch1):0 52:RULE 17 (Traffic deviated by attacker between host1 and host2):0

38:dataPlaneCompromised(hosts,switches):0

40:modfiyLLDPpacketFromHost1ToSwitch1(host1,lLDPpacket,switch1):0

42:isPayload(payload,chassisID,switch1,p1):1 43:isLLDPPacket(lldpPacket,header,payload):1

76:RULE 13 (Modify lLDPpacket from host3 to switch3):0

44:headerModified(header,chassisID,host3,portID,p1):1 45:attackerLocated(host1):1

46:isSwitch(switch2):1

47:isHost(chassisID,host2,ip,’10.0.0.2’,portID,p1):148:isSwitch(switch3):1 49:isHost(chassisID,host3,ip,’10.0.0.3’,portID,p1):1

50:attackerLocated(host3):1 51:trafficDeviatebetweenHostByAttacker(host1,host2):0

53:attackerModifyFlowtableEntryOfHost1ToHost2(_,entry):0

55:isAction(action,’input=p3’,’output=p2’,addEntry,’set_src_IP=10.0.0.1= output=p2’):1 56:isFlowEntry(entry,sourceIP,’192.168.10.5’,destinationIP,’10.0.0.2’,action):1 57:isAction(action,’input=p1’,’output=p2’,addEntry,’set_dest_IP=192.168.10.5 output=p3’):1 58:isFlowEntry(entry,sourceIP,’10.0.0.1’,destinationIP,’10.0.0.2’,action):159:attackerConnetedToSwitch(hostA,listenerPort,tcp,_):0

61:attackerLocated(hostA,tcp,internet):162:isAttackerHost(chassisID,hostA,ip,’192.168.10.5’,portID,p3):1 63:switchPorts(sourcePort,p1,destinationPort,p2,listenerPort,p3):1

64:attackerModifyFlowtableEntryOfHost2ToHost1(_,entry):0

66:isAction(action,’input=p3’,’output=p1’,addEntry,’set_src_IP= 10.0.0.2 output=p1’):1 67:isFlowEntry(entry,sourceIP,’192.168.10.5’,destinationIP,’10.0.0.1’,action):1 68:isAction(action,’input=p2’,’output=p1’,addEntry,’set_dest_IP= 192.168.10.5 output=p3’):1 69:isFlowEntry(entry,sourceIP,’10.0.0.2’,destinationIP,’10.0.0.1’,action):1

70:fakeTopologyViewByController(controller,_,_):0

72:headerModified(header,chassisID,host1,portID,p1):1 73:fakeNetworkLinks(host3,switch1,portID,p1):174:fakeNetworkLinks(host1,switch3,portID,p1):1

75:modfiyLLDPpacketFromHost3ToSwitch3(host3,lLDPpacket,switch3):0

77:isPayload(payload,chassisID,switch3,p1):178:isHeader(header,chassisID,host3,portID,p1):1

79:switchFlooded(switch2):0

81:hostASendPacketsToFloodSwitch(packet,switch1):083:currentBufferCapacity(currentCapacity,20):1 84:maxBufferCapacity(maxCapaticy,10):1 85:isBuffer(maxCapaticy,currentCapacity):1

86:switchDisconnectedFromController(controller,switch1):0

Figure 1.11: Threat model for all attack scenarios

Implementation of all Attack Scenarios

This section presents all the rules for all attack scenarios

primitive(isAppLayer(_app1, _app2, _app3, _maliciousApp)).
primitive(isApp(_app1)).
primitive(isApp(_app2)).
primitive(isApp(_app3)).
primitive(isApp(maliciousApp)).
primitive(isPacketIn(packetIn,_header, _payload)).
primitive(isController(_controller)).
primitive(isSwitch(_switch)).
primitive(isHost(_chassisID, _host1,_ip, _adress,_portID, _p1)).
primitive(isPacket(_packet)).
primitive(orderOfPacketInListener(_packetIn, _app1, _app2,

_app3, _maliciousApp)).
primitive(orderOfPacketInListenerModify(_packetIn,

_maliciousApp, _app1, _app2,_app3)).
primitive(packetInPayloadRemoved(_packetIn, _header)).
primitive(isPacketIn(_packetIn, _header)).
primitive(isException(_exception, _app1, _controller)).
primitive(isFlowTable(_table, _entry, _switch1)).
primitive(isFlowEntry(_entry, _sourceIP, _srcpid,

_destinationIP, _dstpid, _action)).
primitive(switchPorts(_p, _sourcePort, _srcpid,

_destinationPort,_dstpid)).
primitive(isAction(_action, _forwardTo , _destinationPort,

_none)).

primitive(attackerLocated(_hostA, _tcp, _internet)).
primitive(isAttackerHost(_chassisID, _hostA, _ip,_add,_portID,

_p3)).

A



primitive(switchPorts(_sourcePort, _p1, _destinationPort, _p2,
_listenerPort, _p3)).

primitive(isFlowEntry(_entry, _sourceIP, _ip, _destinationIP,
_ip, _action)).

primitive(isAction(_action, _input, _output, _addEntry,
_setip)).

primitive(attackerLocated(_hosts)).
primitive(networkLinks(_host, _switch, _portID, _port)).
primitive(isLLDPPacket(_lldpPacket, _header, _payload)).
primitive(isPayload(_payload, _chassisID, _switch1, _p1)).
primitive(isHeader(_header, _chassisID, _host, _portID, _p1)).
primitive(headerModified(_header, _chassisID, _host3,

_portID,_p1)).
primitive(fakeNetworkLinks(_host1, _switch,_portID, _p1)).
primitive(isBuffer(_maxCapaticy, _currentCapacity)).
primitive(maxBufferCapacity(_maxCapaticy, _max)).
primitive(currentBufferCapacity(_currentCapacity, _current)).

meta(attackGoal(_)).

derived(forwardPacketInToApp(_packetIn)).
derived(controllerHasPacketInListener(_cotroller, _packetIn)).
derived(packetSendFromHostToSwitch(_packet, _host1, _switch1)).
derived(switchSentPackInToController(_packetIn,_controller)).
derived(packetInAccessAndModify(_packetIn,_maliciousApp, _app1,

_app2,_app3)).
derived(maliciousAppRemovedPayload(_packetIn,_header)).
derived(appThrowsExceptionsToController(_exceptions,_app1,_controller)).
derived(controllerDisconnectedFromApp(_controller,_app1)).
derived(switchDisconnectedFromController(_controller,_switch1)).
derived(dataplanConnectionDown(_switch1,_controller)).
derived(noFlowEntryForPacket(_table,_entry,_switch1)).

derived(attackerConnetedToSwitch(_hostA, _listenerPort, _tcp,
_switch1)).

derived(attackerModifyFlowtableEntryOfHost1ToHost2(_flowtable,
entry)).

derived(attackerModifyFlowtableEntryOfHost2ToHost1(_flowtable,
entry)).

derived(trafficDeviatebetweenHostByAttacker(_host1,_host2)).

derived(lldpPacketFromHost1ToSwitch1(_host1, _lLDPpacket,
_switch1)).

derived(dataPlaneCompromised(_hosts, _switches)).
derived(lldpPacketFromHost3ToSwitch3(_host3, _lLDPpacket,

_switch3)).
derived(controllerTopologyView(_controller, _host, _switches)).
derived(modfiyLLDPpacketFromHost1ToSwitch1(_host1, _lLDPpacket,

_switch1)).
derived(modfiyLLDPpacketFromHost3ToSwitch3(_host3, _lLDPpacket,

B



_switch3)).
derived(fakeTopologyViewByController(controller, _host,

_switches)).
derived(hostASendPacketsToFloodSwitch(_packet,_switch2)).
derived(switchFlooded(_switch2)).

derived(controllerFlooded(_packIn)).

interaction_rule(
(noFlowEntryForPacket(Table, Entry, Switch1):-
isFlowTable(Table, Entry, Switch1),
isFlowEntry(entry, sourceIP, srcIP, destinationIP, destIP,

action),
isAction(Action, ForwardTo ,DestinationPort, None),

isPacket(Packet),
switchPorts(Port, SourcePort, P0, DestinationPort, None)),

rule_desc(’Fow table has no flow entries to forward the packet
to its destionation’,11)).

interaction_rule(
(dataplanConnectionDown(Switch,Controller):-
switchDisconnectedFromController(Controller, Switch),
switchFlooded(Switch1),
controllerDisconnectedFromApp(Controller, App1)),

rule_desc(’controller disconneted thus
dataplanConnectionDown’,10)).

interaction_rule(
(switchDisconnectedFromController(Controller, Switch1):-

isSwitch(Switch1),
isController(Controller)),

rule_desc(’Switch disconneted from the controller’,9)).

interaction_rule(
(controllerDisconnectedFromApp(Controller, App1):-
appThrowsExceptionsToController(Exception, App1,Controller),
isController(Controller),

isApp(app1)),
rule_desc(’controller disconneted from app since it cannot

handle exceptions’,8)).

interaction_rule(
(appThrowsExceptionsToController(Exception, App1,Controller)

:-
maliciousAppRemovedPayload(PacketIn,Header),
isException(Exception, App1, Controller),
isController(Controller),
isApp(app1)),

rule_desc(’App1 throws exceptions to the controller since the
paylaod of the packIn has is removed’,7)).
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interaction_rule(
(maliciousAppRemovedPayload(PacketIn,Header) :-
packetInAccessAndModify(PacketIn,MaliciousApp, App1,

App2,App3),
isApp(app1),
isPacketIn(PacketIn, Header),
isApp(maliciousApp)),

rule_desc(’MaliciosApp remove paylaod and send the packet to
app1’,6)).

interaction_rule(
(packetInAccessAndModify(PacketIn,MaliciousApp, App1,

App2,App3) :-
controllerHasPacketInListener(Controller,Listener),
isApp(maliciousApp),
orderOfPacketInListenerModify(PacketIn, MaliciousApp,

App1, App2, App3)),
rule_desc(’MaliciosApp modfiy packetIn listener to get the

packIn message first’,5)).

interaction_rule(
(forwardPacketInToApp(PacketIn):-
isApp(app3),
isApp(app2),

isApp(app1),
isApp(maliciousApp),

isPacketIn(PacketIn, Header)),
rule_desc(’MaliciousApp receive packetIn message first before

other applications’,4)).

interaction_rule(
(controllerHasPacketInListener(Controller,Listener) :-
switchSentPackInToController(PacketIn, Controller),
forwardPacketInToApp(PacketIn),
isPacketIn(PacketIn,Header,Payload),
orderOfPacketInListener(Listener, App1, App2,App3,

MaliciousApp),
isController(Controller)),

rule_desc(’Controller handles packetIn messages in a specific
app order’,3)).

interaction_rule(
(switchSentPackInToController(PacketIn, Controller) :-
packetSendFromHostToSwitch(Packet, Host, Switch),
noFlowEntryForPacket(Table, Entry, Switch1),
isSwitch(Switch1),
isPacketIn(PacketIn,Header,Payload),
isController(Controller)),

rule_desc(’switch1 sends packetIn controller’,2)).

interaction_rule(
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(packetSendFromHostToSwitch(Packet, Host1, Switch1):-
dataPlaneCompromised(hosts, switches),
isSwitch(switch1),
isPacket(Packet),
isHost(ChassisID,host1,IP, Add, PortID, P1)),

rule_desc(’host1 sends a packet to switch1’,1)).

interaction_rule(
(dataPlaneCompromised(hosts, switches):-
modfiyLLDPpacketFromHost3ToSwitch3(host3, lLDPpacket,

switch3),
fakeTopologyViewByController(Controller, Host, Switches),

trafficDeviatebetweenHostByAttacker(Host1, Host2),
attackerLocated(host3),

isHost(ChassisID, host3, IP, Addrs,PortID,P1),
isSwitch(switch3),

isPacketIn(packetIn, header, payload),
isHost(ChassisID, host2, IP, Addr,PortID,P1),

isSwitch(switch2),
isSwitch(switch1),
isHost(ChassisID, host1, IP, Add,PortID,P1),
attackerLocated(host1),
modfiyLLDPpacketFromHost1ToSwitch1(host1, lLDPpacket,

switch1)),
rule_desc(’data plane components compromised with fakes

links’,1)).

interaction_rule(
(fakeTopologyViewByController(Controller, Host, Switches) :-
isController(Controller),
isPacketIn(packetIn, header, payload),
fakeNetworkLinks(host1, switch3,portID, p1),
fakeNetworkLinks(host3, switch1,portID, p1),

headerModified(header, chassisID, host1, PortID,p1)),
rule_desc(’Controller get new modified topology view about the

links’,7)).

interaction_rule(
(modfiyLLDPpacketFromHost3ToSwitch3(host3, lLDPpacket,

switch3) :-
isSwitch(switch3),
headerModified(header, chassisID, host1, PortID,p1),
isHeader(header, chassisID, host3, portID, p1),
isLLDPPacket( LLDPpacket, Header, Payload),
isPayload(Payload, ChassisID, switch3, P1),

isHost(ChassisID, host3, IP, Addrs, PortID, P1)),
rule_desc(’Modify lLDPpacket from host3 to switch3’,6)).

interaction_rule(
(modfiyLLDPpacketFromHost1ToSwitch1(host1, lLDPpacket,

switch1) :-
attackerLocated(host1),
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headerModified(header, chassisID, host3, PortID, p1),
isLLDPPacket( LLDPpacket, Header, Payload),
isPayload(Payload, ChassisID, switch1, P1),
isHost(ChassisID, host1, IP, Addrs, PortID, P1)),

rule_desc(’Modify lLDPpacket from host1 to switch1’,5)).

interaction_rule(
(switchFlooded(switch2) :-
isFlowTable(Table, Entry, Switch1),
isBuffer(maxCapaticy, currentCapacity),
maxBufferCapacity(MaxCapaticy, M),
currentBufferCapacity(CurrentCapacity, C),
isPacketIn(PacketIn, _, _),
switchPorts(sourcePort, p1, destinationPort, p2,

listenerPort, p3),
isSwitch(switch1),
hostASendPacketsToFloodSwitch(Packet, Switch1)),

rule_desc(’Switch1 flooded if the current buffer size is
greater than the max buffer size’,10)).

interaction_rule(
(hostASendPacketsToFloodSwitch(Packet, Switch1) :-
attackerLocated(hostA, tcp, internet),
isPacket(Packet),
switchPorts(sourcePort, p1, destinationPort, p2,

listenerPort, p3),
isAttackerHost(chassisID, hostA, ip, ’192.168.10.5’,portID,

p3)),
rule_desc(’Attacker connect to switch via a listener port and

sends packet to flood it’,9)).

interaction_rule(
(trafficDeviatebetweenHostByAttacker(host1, host2):-
attackerModifyFlowtableEntryOfHost2ToHost1(Flowtable, Entry),
isHost(ChassisID, host2, IP, Addrs, PortID, P1),
isAttackerHost(ChassisID, hostA, IP, Add, PortID, P3),
isHost(ChassisID, host1, IP, Addr ,PortID, P1),
attackerModifyFlowtableEntryOfHost1ToHost2(Flowtable, Entry)),

rule_desc(’Traffic deviated by attacker between host1 and
host2’,3)).

interaction_rule(
(attackerModifyFlowtableEntryOfHost1ToHost2(Flowtable,

Entry):-
attackerConnetedToSwitch(HostA, ListenerPort,Tcp, Switch1),
isFlowEntry(Entry, sourceIP, ’10.0.0.1’, destinationIP,

’10.0.0.2’, action),
isAction(action, ’input=p1’, ’output=p2’, addEntry,

’set_dest_IP=192.168.10.5 output=p3’),
isFlowEntry(entry, sourceIP, ’192.168.10.5’, destinationIP,

’10.0.0.2’, action),
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isAction(action, ’input=p3’, ’output=p2’, addEntry,
’set_src_IP=10.0.0.1= output=p2’),

isFlowTable(table, entry, switch1)),
rule_desc(’Attacker add new flow rules to deviate trafffic from

host1 to hostA’,2)).

interaction_rule(
(attackerModifyFlowtableEntryOfHost2ToHost1(Flowtable,

Entry):-
isFlowEntry(entry, sourceIP, ’10.0.0.2’, destinationIP,

’10.0.0.1’, action),
isAction(action, ’input=p2’, ’output=p1’, addEntry,

’set_dest_IP= 192.168.10.5 output=p3’),
isFlowEntry(entry, sourceIP, ’192.168.10.5’, destinationIP,

’10.0.0.1’, action),
isAction(action, ’input=p3’, ’output=p1’, addEntry,

’set_src_IP= 10.0.0.2 output=p1’),
attackerConnetedToSwitch(HostA, ListenerPort,Tcp, Switch1),

isFlowTable(table, entry, switch1)),
rule_desc(’Attacker add another new flow rules to deviate

trafffic from host2 to hostA’,2)).

interaction_rule(
(attackerConnetedToSwitch(HostA, ListenerPort,Tcp, Switch1)

:-
switchPorts(SourcePort, P1,DestinationPort, P2,

ListenerPort, P3),
isAttackerHost(ChassisID, hostA, Ip, Add, PortID, p3),
isSwitch(switch1),
attackerLocated(HostA, Tcp, Internet)),

rule_desc(’Attacker connected to switch via a listener port
using a tcp connection’,1)).
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